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2016 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Editorial Policy
To the readers
This report was compiled according to the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) 2016
standards under the "Core option" Other relevant international guidance, such as UN SDGs
(Sustainable Development Goals) and ISO 26000 Social Responsibility Guidance, were also
referred to for compilation of the report. It acquired the external assurance certificate of BSI
Taiwan and AA1000 AS (2008) Type 1 moderate third-party assurance.

Sustainability topics
This report was made based on the business of the Chang Horing Rubber (CHR) and
the implementation of the principles in t he report to reply to the issues that stakeholders
were concerned about. It presents the efforts that we made for the economy, society, and
environment. This is our first openly issued CSR report. In addition to the GRI standards,
we collected issues on international trends and other topics that our customers were
concerned about. 16 material topics such as economy, society, and environment were
identified from the analysis of sustainable impacts and their concerns. Existing management
measures were inventoried and action plans were made for the coming years to create a
sustainable development blueprint.

Scope and boundary
The report covers the period from January 01, 2016 to December 31, 2016. It discloses
the management and performance of sustainable development in our important operating
bases, and discusses material topics with reference to the data and information over the
past three years. The impact boundary extends to the CHR first and second factories
internally and the value chains related to each material topic externally.
CHR's CSR report is first issued this year. It will be issued every two years and the
next issued will be expected in August 2019.

Contact information
Please contact us if you have any opinions or
comments:
Address: CHANG HORING RUBBER CO.,
LTD.
Contact: Tseng Chun-Yi, President Office
e-mail: csr@chr.com.tw
Website: http://www.chrubber.com.tw/

A quick guide to the report
You may operate as instructed below to read the report fast and
accurately:
Quick Read icons
are set in the Table of Contents and Index for
each section. Move the cursor to the section where you want to read and
click to skip to that section quickly.
Click
in the upper right corner on each page of the report to return
to the Table of Contents immediately.
Click

to link to the video of related issue.

Click

to read detained information.
Stands for the management approach

of the material topic.
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2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Words from the Chairman
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Words from the
Chairman

We p e r s i s t i n t h e p h i l o s o p h y o f
"Have a Dream and Make it Come True
Pragmatically" and have been dedicated
to developing and producing green
sustainable products of high quality and
efficiency since foundation of the CHR.
With these in the mind, we have become
the leading rubber compound manufacturer
in Taiwan in a short time. We underwent
customer CSR evaluation in 2016 and, after
the evaluation, we were aroused to build a
company of sustainable development. For
this, we went into details and made use of
the CSR reporting mechanism to explicitly
defined the unique sustainable development
issues of our own in the context of the
sustainability, create and commit ourselves
to sustainable development strategies
and goals, and extend to the supply chain
and all of our customers in the hope of
working with them to pursue sustainable
development of the value chain.

CHANG HORING RUBBER CO., LTD.
Chairman

Hubert Liao
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Words from the Chairman

By establishing the "Sustainable
Development in 2020", we make action
plans, including the short-term, mediumterm and long-term KPIs goals, for each
material topic such as economy, society,
and environment to drive us in the
promotion of sustainable development
and disclose our performance in the
implementation of the 2016 material topics.
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4. Happy LOHAS Career

CHAIRMAN'S MESSAGE

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

We will continuously focus on the rubber mixing process, show our professional
capability, and grow together with customers. Employees will be encourage to learn and
grow continuously to create high added value, give feedback to the society, and lay a
solid foundation for the sustainable development of the Company.

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

In society, we were dedicated to the training of local talents, introduced the "Talent
Quality-management System" (TTQS), and won the silver medal from the Ministry of
Labor in the 2016 TTQS appraisal. All of the manager-level personnel were Taiwanese.
To build a safe and healthy working environment, we continuously improved the
workplace and installed air conditioners for 80% of the production lines. The "OHSAS
18001 Occupational Safety and Health Management System" and "CNS 15506 Taiwan
Occupation Safety and Health Management System" will be implemented in 2017.
To listen to the employees about their opinions, we conducted employee satisfaction
surveys to understand their concerns and give solutions. We also provide scholarships
to train talents of the future. A "Charity Club" (for public care) is established to care for
local disadvantaged people and implement relevant projects.

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

In the environment, we persisted in the idea of green sustainable products and
excellently achieved REACH SVHC compliance of 98.4% and RoHS compliance of
99.8%. Implementation of the "ISO 50001 Energy Management System" and "ISO
14001 Environmental Management System" showed outstanding performance in
the reduction of the energy intensity by 3.3% and GHG emissions intensity by 3.2%
as well as in the increase of the waste recycle rate by 38%. We observed relevant
environmental regulations from 2014 to 2016, and no violation occurred during this
period.

Words from the
Chairman

In the economy and governance, we established the functional CSR committee
and the President Office is collectively in charge of the planning and execution of each
material topic. We also build the product history and auto warehouse systems and plan
installation of auto packaging equipment to lay a foundation for smart manufacture
and Industry 4.0. A complete supplier appraisal system is under planning based on
the existing regular supplier evaluation system in the hope to grow together with the
suppliers. A human rights assessment system is built and extended to the supplier to
upgrade the protection of human rights. We worked together with our customers to
develop green sustainable products and create 97.9% customer satisfaction.

2016 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS IN 2016

Governance

Establishment of product
history and auto warehouse

Establishment of CSR policies and

Customer satisfaction of

The percentage of local suppliers and purchase amounts in
equipment procurement

97.9%

100%

98. 4%

Green products
compliance
REACH SVHC

Environment

sustainable development
strategies

Compared with 2015
baseline

2016

Green products
compliance
RoHS

99. 8%

Waste recycle rate

38%

2015
Compared with 2015
baseline

2016
2015

Draw-up of 2014~2016 GHG

Energy intensity

3.3%
GHG Emissions
Intensity

3.2%

inventory reports
Introduction of the ISO 14001 Environmental Management System for better
protection of the environment

Zero violations of environmental regulations

for five consecutive years

Acquisition of the TTQS
Ministry of Labor
Installation of air
environment

"Bronze Medal" from the

conditioning systems to improve working

No industrial accidents during 2014~2016
Establishment of a public care club to take

disadvantaged people

Society

Provision of scholarships
train talents

care of

and grants-in-aid to

Build the OHSAS 18001 Occupational Safety and Health
Management System and CNS 15506 Taiwan Occupation
Safety and Health Management System to provide working
environment of safety and health

Employee satisfaction 3.3 points
(full marks: 5 points)
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2018
Goal
(medium term)

2016
Actual
performance

Increase of capacity to
Existing 2 factories with 11
meet customer’s demands
production lines

CSR website

Corporate

Industry 4.0 smart
manufacturing

Completion of the 2016
CSR report
Completion of CSR website
construction
Completion of product
history, auto warehouse,
and ERP systems

1 additional factory with 3
production lines

3 additional factories with 15
production lines

Reissue every two years

Reissue every two years

Update every year

Update every year

Development of Industry 4.0
Plans

Execution of Industry 4.0
Plans

Improvement of customer
Customer satisfaction of 97.9% Customer satisfaction of 98% Customer satisfaction of 98%
satisfaction
Revenue of 180 million

Revenue of 230 million

Procurement practice

Establishment of supply
chain evaluation system

Supplier's transport
management
performance
improved by 25%

Revenue of 260 million
Improvement project of
supplier's transport
management
performance 30%

Green, Sustainable and Innovative Products
REACH SVHC 98.4%
RoHS 99.8%

REACH SVHC 98.9%
RoHS 99.8%

REACH SVHC 99.4%
RoHS 99.8%

Energy Intensity
Reduced by 3.3% in
2016

Reduced by 5%

Reduced by 4%

GHG Emissions Intensity
Reduction of GHG
emissions intensity with
2015 as the baseline

Reduced by 3.2% in
2016

Reduced by 4%

Reduced by 5%

Recycling of Waste
Improvement of waste
recycling rate

Recycling rate 38%

Recycling rate 40%

Recycling rate 42%

Social Care
Planning and execution of
care projects

Planning and execution of
care projects

Training of Talents
Establishment of the
TTQS system

TTQS bronze medal prize

TTQS silver medal

TTQS silver medal

Protection of human rights

Human rights
Human rights assessment
assessment/supplier CSR
and improvement
commitment
Labor-management relations
3.3 points
(full marks: 5 points)

3.6

Zero industrial accidents in
the year

Human rights assessment
and improvement

3.8

Sustainable Development in 2020 06
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Improvement of employee
satisfaction

Planning to establish
Successful verification to
OHSAS 18001 and CNS
ensure zero industrial
15506
accidents in the year
Human Rights

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Society

Occupational Health and Safety
Implementation of
occupational Health
and Safety

5. Value Chain
Management

Implementation of social Planning to establish a public
care
care club

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Environment

Reduction of energy
intensity with 2015 as
the baseline

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Increase of green
products compliance

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Revenue growing plan

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

CSR report

2020
Goal
(long-term)

Words from the
Chairman

2020
Sustainable
program

Editorial
Policy

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN 2020
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Mission, vision, core values, and core competitiveness
To be the compound manufacturer
in Asia that is most capable of
growing together with customers
and pursuing the leading position in
both service and professionalism.

Aiming at global markets with Asia as the
base to provide customized compounds,
professionally meet the requirements of
the industries for rubber products, and act
as a long-term trustworthy technique and
capacity provider.

Find the root course
Be diligent and simple
Ensure customer first
Be credible and
proactive

Integration of professional
techniques
Immediate satisfaction of
customer’s demands

Sustainable development strategies and action plans

Economy:

Stable corporate governance and creation of
sustainable performance

Sustainable
strategy

Environment:

Persistence with green sustainability and realization
of environmental performance

Society:

Training of outstanding talents and continuous
implementation of social care

Sustainable
goal

Action plan
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Mission, Vision, and Sustainable Strategy

Establishment of the CSR committee
2020 sustainable development goals

Green giant - CSR project
Establishment of OHSAS 18001
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1. Sustainability
Topic Management

Corporate sustainable development committee
The organizational structure of the CHR is described below. To ensure
implementation of the sustainable development, the Chairman authorizes to
establish a functional sustainable development committee (CSR Committee)
and acts as the Commissioner of the Committee. The President Office serves as
the advisor and implementation unit, and is responsible for the operation of the
Committee, project coordination, and collection of information. The CSR Committee
is comprised of the heads and executives of the departments. It is the highest
corporate sustainable development organization of CHR.

CHR corporate governance structure
Chairman
President

Personnel Review
Committee
President Office
Education and Training
Committee

Technique
President
Business
Division

Technique
Department

Material R&D
Department

QA Department

Technique
Section

R&D 2nd Section

R&D 1st Section

QC Section

QA Section

Business Administration
Section

Labor Safety
Office

Production
Management
Department

Domestic 2nd Section

Domestic 1st Section

Business Administration
Section

Overseas 2nd Section

Overseas 1st Section

Production 3rd Section

Production 2nd Section

Production 1st Section

Material Backup
Section

Procurement
Section

General Affairs
Section

Personnel
Section

Accounting
Section

Finance Section

Sustainability Topic Management

Overseas Sales
Department

Domestic Sales
Department

Production
Department

Procurement
Department

Administration
Department

Information
Technology
Department

Finance
Department
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Commissioner
Chairman

CSR Advisory
Committee

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Smart manufacturing

Value chain
management

social Care

Happy career

Low carbon green
environment

Corporate governance

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

CSR Promotion Team
(Department head and
executive)

CHR CSR Committee

Happy career

Promotion Team
Department head
and executive

Social care

5. Value Chain
Management

CSR

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Low carbon green
environment

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Corporate
governance

Words from the
Chairman

Executive Secretary,
President Office

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Intelligence
manufacturing

7. Appendixes

Value chain
management
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CSR policies and strategies
The Chairman officially announced the CSR policies to ensure implementation
of our corporate society responsibilities. They are the highest guidelines for
promotion of the CSR and show our commitment to its implementation.

CHANG HORING RUBBER CO., LTD.
Corporate Society Responsibility Policy
In additional to observing the "Labor Standards Act", we refer to
the ISO 26000 Guidance on Social Responsibility to establish the
work rules and other internal regulations on prevention of sexual
harassment, complaint procedure, and employee code of conduct
to improve the human rights of the labors. Relevant management
systems are set up to protect the rights and interests of the
employees.
A "Complaint Mailbox" is set up in each factory to encourage
employees to express their opinions. A personal information
protection system is established to avoid unfair treatment of the
party and maintain positive labor-management relations.
We are committed to taking the following actions:
1. Prohibit from hiring child workers under 16;
2. Prohibit forced labor in any form;
3. Prohibit discrimination, harassment or revenge in any form;
4. Provide reasonable compensation and employee welfare;
5. Provide various communication channels and maintain
harmonious labor-management relations;
6. Provide safe and healthy working environment and take
preventive actions.
In the EHS aspect, we commit ourselves to taking the following
actions for minimization of the environmental impact, fulfillment of
our responsibility for environment protection, and implementation of
sustainable operation.
1. Be dedicated to compliance with laws and regulations;
2. Establish and continuously improve the EHS system;
3. Produce and ensure green sustainable products;
4. Implement waste management and control the source of
pollution;
5. Increase energy efficiency and minimize GHG emission.

Chairman's Signature

Hubert Liao

Operation of the corporate sustainable development committee
The CSR Committee identifies stakeholders and collects the issues that
they are interested in using the "P-D-C-A" (Plan, Do, Check, Act) management
model. It holds quarterly meetings on a regular basis to discuss material topics,
understand achievement of the goals, and develop the plans for the future to
ensure implementation of important issues and achievement of the goals. The
CSR Committee summarizes the results of the implementation and stakeholder
engagement. It collects suggestions on the economy, environment and society as
well as annual CSR reports, and submit them to the Commissioner for review and
approval.

P

D
Planning

11

Sustainability Topic Management

C
Execution

A
Check

Action

2016 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Stakeholder engagement

[Employee welfare and rights]
Concerned issues:

1. Basic rights are ensured according to the Labor Standards Act.
2. Employees are informed during the interview and announcement is
made in the internal system.

Communication frequency,
and platform

[Training and education of talents]

◎ Annual supervisor and

1. New employees are trained in the fields of professional and
management competencies as well as general training.
2. Annual educational training programs are implemented.

[Labor-management relations]
1. All the employees are contracted on an irregular basis.
2. Employee handbooks and other regulatory systems are established.

[Health and safety at workplaces]
1. The "OHSAS 18001 Occupational Safety and Health Management
System" and "CNS 15506 Taiwan Occupation Safety and Health
Management System" are built and passed the verification.
2. Health care of employees is implemented.

Sustainability Topic Management 12
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Employee

performance interviews
◎ Employee training program and
irregular educational training
◎ Electronic billboard
◎ Satisfaction survey
◎ Employee complaint mechanism

1. Employees are recruited through job banks and career fairs.
2. Complete employee welfare and training systems are available to
support employees for their leaning and growth.
3. Results of the business operation are reciprocated to employees via
performance bonus and profit sharing systems.

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

[Attraction and retention of talents]

5. Value Chain
Management

Stakeholders

Employee welfare and rights,
attraction and retention of talents,
training and education of talents,
labor-management relations, health
and safety at workplaces

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Implementation of concerned issues
and the response

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Stakeholder category, concerned
issue, communication frequency,
and platform

The Company awarded the "More procreation for the Nation" prize to
employees

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Employees and their family members joyfully participated in the activities of the Company

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Parents and their children participated in the activities of the Company

Words from the
Chairman

Stakeholders were listed by different department and grouped by category.
The CSR Committee had discussions to conform the stakeholders in each category.
For engagement of stakeholders, we kept interaction with them in any form
during execution of daily business or in other ways including communication with
them by phone, at a meeting or conducting satisfaction survey and on-site visit.
We responded to the issues that stakeholder are interested in through relevant
department and this report.

Editorial
Policy

1.1
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Shareholders participated in the year-end party to share the joy

Stakeholders

Concerned issues:
Financial performance, sustainable
development strategy,
corporate governance, risk
management
Communication frequency, and
platform

Shareholder

◎ Annual shareholders' meeting
◎ Shareholders' meeting notice
◎ Communication feedback by
phone or email
Concerned issues:
Customer service, product
liability, product quality, R&D of
technique

Customer / Partner

Communication frequency, and
platform
◎ Annual customer satisfaction survey
◎ Quality certification
◎ Regular/irregular visits to customers,
communication feedback by phone or email
◎ Irregular visit of customers to factories
◎ Regular visit of customers to factories
◎ Irregular visit of R&D personnel to customers
for exchange of experiences

Good interaction with customers

13
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Chairman and shareholders

[Financial performance] via shareholders'
meeting
1. The meeting notice is sent 20 days before
convention of the shareholders' meeting.
2. The shareholders' meeting is held before
the end of June every year to confirm
the operati ng report and fi nanci al
statement of the previous year, approve
the profit allocation proposal, and decide
what must be resolved according the
Company Act.
3. The shareholders' meeting minutes are
set within 20 days after the meeting.

[Customer]
1. A service satisfaction survey focusing on
5 major categories is conducted every
six months.
2. Visit customers regularly / irregularly
and communicate feedback by phone or
email.
3. Educational training and technique
exchange are provided for customers in
each business territory.
4. Physical reports of the rubber developed
by customers are updated regularly.

[Partner]
1. Irregular interviews are conducted
depending on issues and discuss by
phone or communicated by email.

Customer Evaluation

2016 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Concerned issues:

Communication frequency, and
platform

Communication frequency, and
platform
◎ Corporate website, official documents
◎ Presentations, workshops, or
symposiums of legal regulations.
◎ Regular / irregular visits

Concerned issues:
Supply chain management and
procurement behavior

◎
◎
◎
◎

Supplier appraisal list
(Initial) assessment of suppliers
Supplier CSR commitment
Notice for incoming visitors,
management regulations,
occupational safety and health
◎ Communication feedback by phone or
email

[Supplier appraisal system]

4. Happy LOHAS Career

1. Written appraisal of suppliers is conducted every
year and on-site survey is made if necessary.
2. Major suppliers are managed every six months
at different levels based on the quality, delivery,
green products, and cooperation attitude.
3. Improvement guidance is given to the suppliers
that have lower appraisal scores. The suppliers
who do not meet the requirements after the
guidance will be disqualified.
4. Work together with the supplier to fulfill corporate
social responsibility.
5. Education training courses are provided for
suppliers on an irregular basis.

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Supplier-Material

Communication frequency, and
platform

1. Communicate with government agencies using
official documents including update and construction of laws.
2. Participate in routine presentations or workshops of governmental regulations.
3. Irregularly visit governmental employment service agencies.

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Government agency

Legal compliance

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Concerned issues:

Words from the
Chairman

◎ Volunteers' service and activities for
public welfare
◎ Promotion of environmental education
◎ Visits to local associations
◎ Corporate website
◎ Irregular participation in the activities of
neighbors

1. A "Ci Ai Club" (for public care) is established to
promote community care topics and projects.
2. Scholarships and grants-in-aid are provided for
the Department of Chemical Engineering, Feng
Chia University, to train talents for the future.

Editorial
Policy

Community and the public

Community involvement, social welfare,
communication channel, environmental
management

5. Value Chain
Management

Suppliers are trained in CHR factories

Communication frequency, and
platform
◎ Irregular visit from or to the suppliers
◎ Irregular communication feedback by
phone or email
◎ Availability of safety equipment
required before quotation and
construction

1. Visit suppliers when CHR has new policies or plans to
buy new equipment.
2. Equipment suppliers are requested to take electricity
and material saving features, easy maintenance,
complete safety protection devices, low noise, and
ergonomics into account when designing new products.
They must have long-term energy saving and carbon
reduction plans and forward-looking environmental
protection blueprints.

[Synergistic design]
1. Communication is made with the supplier to generate
a feasible design plan for the machine (performance,
energy saving, price, test run, ordering, delivery,
acceptance inspection).
Sustainability Topic Management 14
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Supplier-Equipment

Supply chain management, procurement
behavior, synergistic design, replacement
of equipment

[Interaction and management]

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Concerned issues:

2016 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

1.2 Identification
of material topics
Identification process of
material topics

Collect strategic
issues

Stakeholder
engagement
and interested
issues

The analysis process of material
topics is used in this report to
identify the sustainability topics that
stakeholders are concerned about.
These topics are used as a reference
for disclosure of information to ensure
effectively achieving the goals of
communication.

Material topics
identification
process

Build
sustainable
database

Review
completeness
and
compatibility

Conduct
material topics
sorting

Identification of stakeholders
Employee
Equipment
supplier

Shareholder

Identification of
stakeholders
Customer

Raw material
supplier

Government
agency
政府機關

The public
Partner
合作夥伴

Stakeholders were found by
gathering the personnel of all the
departments and with reference to
the operation of the organization
and the inclusiveness of the
stakeholders. They were then
identified based on six principles:
Responsibility, Influence, Proximity,
Dependency, Representation,
Policy and Strategic Intent.
The identified stakeholders
were classified in 8 categories:
Employee, Shareholder, Customer,
the Public, Partner, Government
Agency, Raw Material Supplier, and
Equipment Supplier.

Survey of sustainability topics
The identification process of material topics was determined according to
the GRI standards with the reporting principles and defined report contents as the
guidance. Since the sustainability topics had a wide coverage, we collected issues
on international trends and other topics that our customers were concerned about
and confirmed relevant topics by discussing in the committee. 22 topics were
discussed in 2016.

15
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Identification of impacts

The matrix of material topics was confirmed with reference to the extent of
stakeholders' concern and the impact on each sustainability topic. The topics in the
first and second quadrants were directly defined as material in order to cover all the
material topics. The topics in the third quadrant were general topics and would be
disclosed if needed.

Review and approval of the material topics for their completeness

Non-material topics

5. Value Chain
Management

Non-material topics determined after assessment were economic performance,
indirect economic impact, anti-corruption, diversity and equal opportunity, local
community, and customer health and safety. Though the topics of economic
performance, anti-corruption, and customer health and safety were not material,
they were the concerns of some stakeholders and we disclosed their performance
in the report. Since the operational boundary was in the industrial zone or the
extent of impact or concern was not significant, the indirect economic impact, local
community, and diversity and equal opportunity were not disclosed in the report.

4. Happy LOHAS Career

For identified material topics, the CSR committee summarized the information
about the process and results of the identification and submitted it to the CSR
Commissioner for review and approval to make sure no material topic was missed.

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

A total of 16 material topics were finally identified after assessment, including 2
economic topics, 7 environmental topics and 7 social topics.

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Identification of material topics

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

The CSR Committee analyzed the sustainable impact of the 22 topics on the
economy, society and environment, and referred to the AccountAbility Standards
to redefine the significance scoring method and measure the impacts one after
another.
(AccountAbility: https://www.accountability.org/ )

Words from the
Chairman

We collected the information about the extent of stakeholders' concern by
making questionnaire surveys focusing on the 22 identified topics. The AA 1000
SES principles were used to measure the importance of the stakeholders and the
weighted average of the score of concern and degree of relationship was calculated
for each topic to understand the extent of stakeholders' concern.

Editorial
Policy

Extent of stakeholders' concern

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives
7. Appendixes

Listen to the customers about their opinions at exhibition

Sustainability Topic Management 16
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CHR's material topics

4.70

II

I

Occupational health
and safety

I

Green, sustainable and
innovative products
Employment

Care for stakeholders

4.30

Anti-corruption
Customer health
safety

III

Marketing or
labeling

Diversity and Equal
opportunity

Emissions

Labor/management relations

Effluents and waste

Forced or
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Material topics

CHR's action plan (short term)

Editorial
Policy

We implemented action plans corresponding to CHR's material topics to match
with stakeholders' expectations.

Contents

1.3 Sustainability topic action plan
Existing actions

Materials

Build a packaging recycling system

An ISO 14001 Environmental Management
System has been established

Energy

Take energy action plans every year

An ISO 50001 Energy Management System
has been established
Activities for selection of energy slogans
and action plans have been promoted

Water

Establish guidelines for calculation of water
recycling rate

Process water has been recycled and
reused

Emissions

Conduct GHG inventory and reduction every year

Effluents and Waste

Improve the recycling centers by district and
classification

An ISO 14001 Environmental Management
System has been established

Environmental Regulations

Regularly identify and assess the compliance with
laws and regulations

An ISO 14001 Environmental Management
System has been established

Green, Sustainable and
Innovative products

Publish image advertisement to promote green,
sustainable and innovative products

Green low-carbon products are developed
in cooperation with customers

Employment

Institutionalize employee welfare

An annual employee satisfaction survey
system has been established

Labor/Management Relations

Do as required by laws and regulations

Laws and regulations are observe for
dealing with the relations

Training and Education

Improve TTQS continuously

A TTQS system has been established

Occupational health and
Safety

Build the "OHSAS 18001 Occupational Safety and
Health Management System" and "CNS 15506
Taiwan Occupation Safety and Health Management
System"

Air conditioners are installed to improve
working environment
Employees are arranged for physical
examination every year

Forced or Compulsory Labor

Do as required by laws and regulations

2014~2016 GHG reports have been
drawn up

Establish a human rights assessment system
(incl. suppliers)

Marketing and Labeling

Improve continuously

A product history tracing system has been
established

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Human rights

Regulations Governing CHR Sexual
Harassment Prevention Measures,
Complaints, and Disciplines have been
established
CHR Employee Complaints Handling
Regulations

5. Value Chain
Management

Supplier's visit
The percentage of local equipment
procurement is 100%

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Maintain a 100% local equipment procurement
Have suppliers sign the CSR commitment letter

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Procurement practice

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Society

The basic salary is much higher than the
minimum wage

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Environment

Review the performance and adjust the pay every
year

Words from the
Chairman

Economy

Market presence

7. Appendixes

Brainstorming in common discussion

Energy-saving slogan and action plan
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1.4 Reply to the customer CSR
evaluation and actions
Customer's CSR evaluation was helpful to drive us in the promotion of
sustainable development. Customers only gave a score of 51 points in the evaluation
of our CSR maturity in 2016. Though this matched up with their expectations, we
made improvement of each item in deficiency in the hope of achieving the target value
of 75 points that customers preset. Customers' targets: 25 points to meet the initial
requirements, 50 points to matched with the expectations, 75 points to achieve the
preset target value.
Customer CSR Evaluation Result and Improvement Action Plan
Subject

CSR governance

CHR advantages
1. Top management
understanding CSR
preliminarily
2. TTQS certification
3. Promotion of quality/energy
and environment system
4. Concerned about employee
welfare
5. Assessment of suppliers
(environment)

Subject

Labor practices

CHR disadvantages
1. Lack of international CSR
development trend
2. Lack of an occupation
safety system
3. Lack of effective resource
plans and goals
4. Lack of a collective
improvement organization
5. Lack of CSR issues in the
assessment of suppliers

1. Establish a CSR reporting
system according to GRI
standards
2. Build the CNS 15506
Taiwan Occupation Safety
and Health Management
System
3. Build an ERP system
4. Organize a functional CSR
committee; the President
Office is in charge
collectively
5. Establish a supplier
evaluation system with
incorporated CSR issues

CHR advantages

CHR disadvantages

Improvement action plan

1. Compliant with Taiwan labor
laws and regulations
2. Explicit salary payment
statement
3. Complete insurance
coverage
4. A complete work hour system
and paying by hour

1. New employees without
being trained to drive fork lift
trucks
2. Lack of authorities and
responsibilities in the
employee handbook

1. Incorporation in the annual
educational training plan
2. Amendment of the
employee handbook to
incorporate the authorities
and responsibilities

Customers are making CSR evaluation
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Occupational
health and safety

1. Bad control of some
chemicals
2. Control of diesel for
emergency generators
3. Bad waste storage space
4. Lack of corrective
measures for
environmental
deficiencies
5. Lack of sorting and
management of waste
chemicals

1. Implementation of the
ISO 14001
Environmental
Management System
2. Enhancement of waste
chemical control

Environmental
protection

CHR advantages

CHR disadvantages

Improvement action plan

Full compliance with laws and
regulations

None

None

CHR advantages

CHR disadvantages

Improvement action plan

Internal budget execution
authority

1. Lack of documented
compliance regulations
2. Lack of designated
responsible personnel
3. Lack of regulations
governing acceptance of
gifts
4. Lack of internal audition
and risk identification

1. Permits for wastewater
and other emissions
2. Excellent environment
monitoring data
3. Energy saving and
emission reduction by
1% every year
4. Outstanding waste
disposal performance
5. Employee environment
awareness

Subject

Human rights
Subject

Corruption and
compliance

Establishment and
announcement of the
"Employee Code of Conduct"

5. Value Chain
Management

Improvement action plan

4. Happy LOHAS Career

CHR disadvantages

CHR advantages

Subject

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

1. Build the CNS 15506
Taiwan Occupation
Safety and Health
2. Management System
Enhancement of fire
prevention and
fire-fighting training and
awareness
3. Additional installation of
fire safety equipment

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

1. No dedicated Level-1
management unit
2. Expired fire extinguishers
3. Blocked emergency exits
4. Inadequate fireproof
installations in the
warehouse
5. Lack of eye washing
devices

1. Adequate knowledge of
laws and review plans
2. Fire-fighting exercises
conducted according to
laws
3. Good maintenance of
machinery and
equipment
4. Employees undergoing
safety training
5. Dedicated equipment
certification

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Improvement action plan

Words from the
Chairman

CHR disadvantages

Editorial
Policy

CHR advantages

Subject

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives
7. Appendixes

Customers are making CSR evaluation

Employees are discussing action plans
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1.5 Internal audit of reports
We established an
internal CSR report auditing
mechanism to ensure the
completeness, reliability and
communicability of the CSR
report. With implementation of
the internal audit, employees
can improve their capability of
CSR fulfillment. CSR reports
are subject to internal audit
and improvement before
undergoing external audit.
The results of the internal
audits and corrective actions
will be submitted to the
Commissioner.
The internal audit of
the 2016 CSR report will be
conducted on June 27, 2017.
In addition to the internal
audit, we authorized external
experts to score the items
of TCSA (Taiwan Corporate
Sustainability Awards)
and gave improvement
suggestions. The internal audit
plan and execution method are
described in the figure on the
right-hand side.

CHANG HORING RUBBER CO., LTD.
The Internal Audit Plan for the 2016 CSR Report

• Purpose of the internal audit:
1. To improve the quality of the CHR CSR report
and ensure its completeness, reliability, and
ability to communicate with stakeholders.
2. To help employees understand more about the
value of CSR via internal audit.

• Internal audit execution method:
3. The personnel of relevant departments who
had undergone CSR training conducted audit
in a cross-checking manner to ensure its
independence. Refer to the table below for
more information about the arrangement of
internal audit departments.
4. External experts were appointed to score
the items of TCSA preliminarily and give
improvement suggestions in order to
ensure that the quality of the report met the
requirements of the external stakeholders.
5. Internal audit standards
• GRI Standards (2016) core options
• AA 1000 Type 1 Moderate Assurance
• TCSA Scoring Criteria for Reporting Award
and Performance Award
6. Date of the internal audit:
June 27, 2016 , 10:00~17:00
7. Place of the internal audit: CHR Meeting Room.

35 suggestions were collected
during the 2016 CSR internal audit,
and measures for correction and
improvement were taken immediately.
External experts scored the report
completeness, effectiveness, and
communicability according to the TCSA
scoring criteria. Three suggestions were
raised and improvement was made
accordingly.

Execution of the internal CSR report audit
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2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Robust corporate governance is the foundation for a
company to promote sustainable development. In addition
to sound economic performance, corporate governance
is involved in the aspects including employees as the
assets of the Company, green marketing of products,
comprehensive identification of risks and opportunities and
their countermeasures, and corporate ethics and the principle
of good faith.

Material
topics

Market presence
Marketing and labeling

Meaning of the robust corporate governance
With the operational philosophy of "Employees are encourage to learn and grow continuously
to create high added value", we find labor assets one of the most important elements of the
organization. We offer competitive compensation, establish a comprehensive employee welfare
system, and share operational results with our partners who struggle together with us. The finished
rubber products have a wide range of applications that may be involved in many safety issues and,
thus, the features of the material are subject to very strict requirements. This is why we persist in
using the labels that show the production history and ensure traceability of the product.

Impact of the robust corporate governance
CHR

Impact
boundary

Client

Good corporate image in the market may attract more
talents for the Company and give it higher reputation in the
society. Since most of the downstream rubber parts and
accessories are used in the key components of transportation
or mechanical equipment, requirements of the downstream
manufacturers and end customers for the label of the delivered
upstream material are crucial to the disclosure of the labeled
information.

Management of robust corporate governance
Policy

Goal

Action plan

Complaint
mechanism

Market presence
Provide reasonable basic
compensation conditions
better than what the law
requires; provide bonuses
depending on the operating
status of the company and the
performance of the employee;
provide allowances depending
on the function of the

Marketing and labeling
We commit ourselves to
explicitly disclosing required
information with labels
attached to every batch of
products for the customer.

Market image

Market presence

Maintain an appropriate
turnover rate and train
outstanding talents.

Review the performance and
adjust the pay every year.

Marketing and labeling

Marketing and labeling

Ensure the traceability of
every batch of delivered
products.

Establish a product history
tracing system and make
improvement continuously.

Effectiveness assessment of robust corporate
governance
Achievement of the goals was followed up
continuously via CSR reports.
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Marketing and labeling
Customers can make
complaints about labeling
issues by phone or in the
customer satisfaction survey
conducted every six months;
improvement measures are
planned at the internal review
meeting.
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2.1 Company Profile

Basic Data of Chang Horing Rubber Co., Ltd.
2016 Relevant Data

Number of Employees

232

Capital

238.1 billion (NTD)

Establishment Date

July 14, 1995

Main products and services

R&D, production and sales of mixed rubber materials.

CEO and General Manager

Hubert Liao

Headquarters Address
Location of Operation

No.38, Lugong S. 3rd Rd., Lukang Township, Changhua County
505, Taiwan (R.O.C.)
No.38 and No.40, Lugong S. 3rd Rd., Lukang Township,
Changhua County 505, Taiwan (R.O.C.)

Net Sales

1,806 million (NTD)

Consolidated Financial Report
Tangible

CHANG HORING RUBBER CO., LTD.

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

CHANG HORING RUBBER CO., LTD.

5. Value Chain
Management

Company Name

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Data Category

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Chang Horing established a Rubber Laboratory accredited by the TAF (Taiwan
Accreditation Foundation); in addition to carrying out accreditation tasks and professional
researches based on different requirements of global customers, as well as specifications
of ASTM, MIL, UL, AMS, DIN, JIS, etc., we also provide technical services complying with
international standards.

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

All these years, Chang Horing has been expanding businesses from manufacturing
and recipe design to the R&D of new materials. By cooperating with major chemical
manufacturers in the world, including DuPont, The Dow Chemical Company, The Chemours
Company of America, Solvay Specialty Polymers of Europe, and ZEON of Japan etc., we
have become widely recognized in rubber mixing production in the Asia Pacific Region.
Our continuous research and development meet rubber material demands of respective
industries; we provide customers with the most sophisticated know-how and prompt
services. We aim to expand international developments starting from APAC countries.

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Established in 1995 and devoted to the R&D and manufacturing of rubber materials for
special applications, Chang Horing Rubber Co., Ltd. is the biggest rubber mixing company
in Taiwan, supplying comprehensive rubber materials to high-tech electronics, electric
machinery, medical care, food and beverage, automobile and traditional industries, as well
as domestic and overseas rubber companies for manufacturing various rubber products,
such as O-rings, valve seals, gaskets, rubber tubes and the respective sealing parts. We
commit ourselves to continue developing high-value-added rubber materials in combination
with new technologies.

Words from the
Chairman

Company overview

7. Appendixes

CHR Audio/Video Files
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CHR Headquarters

Association / Trade association
We join associations as a member, including:
Chunghua County
Industrial Association

Taiwan Rubber & Elastomer Industries
Association

Manufacturers Association in Changhua
Coastal Industrial Park, Lukang Township,
Changhua County

Features and applications of CHR's products
Product

Features (Merits)

Applicable Range

Poly (methyl acrylate) Featuring heat, oil, weather and ozone resistance - a
special rubber material.
(ACM)

Automobile industry requires that sealant rubber shall have good
resistance to oil and thermal aging. This material is also known as "Car
Rubber".

Fluorocarbon Rubber
(FKM/FPM)

A high-performance rubber exceptional at resisting high
temperatures, ozone, weather, oxidation and aromatic
compounds.

Applicable to the automobile industry, chemical process, aerospace and
many other industries. FKM GLT Class is applicable to a wide range of
temperatures, often used in the aerospace industry.
FKM ETP Class is often used in chemical industries.

Nitrile Butadiene
Rubber
(NBR)

NBR is exceptionally resistant to abrasion; resistant to
non-polar oils and solvents; is water resistant and
impermeable.

Widely used for making oil resistant O-rings, gaskets, bushings, tubes,
rubber rollers, electrical cables, etc.; a relatively important material in
automobile, machinery, petrol, and printing industries.

Ethylene propylene
Rubber
(EPDM)

Excellent resistance against ozone, sunshine and
weather; good flexibility at low temperatures; good
resistance to chemicals; very good insulation attributes.

In systems using phosphate-ester based hydraulic fluid and glycol
based brake fluid, gaskets made of Ethylene Propylene Rubber are
better choices.

Hydrogenated Nitrile
Rubber
(HNBR)

In addition to NBR properties, this material also resists
high-temperatures, ozone, chemicals and mechanical
abrasions.

Widely used in auto and refinery industries. Regarding future requirements on environment protection, using ozone hazard-free HCFC
refrigerant ensures satisfaction to new cooling systems (HFC134a
(R134a)) and PAG lubricants.

Silicone

Silicone is exceptional at resisting heat, ozone and
sunshine; also resists chemicals and solvents.

Silicon rubber behaves satisfactorily in extreme environments and
temperatures; often used in auto, aerospace and food industries. It also
features exceptional electrical insulation attributes, therefore is often
used in the electronics industry.

Ethylene-Acrylic
Rubber
(VAMAC)

Ethylene-Acrylic Elastomer (AEM) rubber features
exceptional compression ratios and excellent
resistance to heat, mineral oils, fluids and weather.

AEM can be used as an alternative for HNBR and FKM to reduce costs;
mainly applied in the auto industry.

Chloroprene Rubber
(CR)

CR is a multi-function elastomer with integrally
balanced performances; featuring good resistance to
sunshine, ozone and weather.

CR is applicable to thousands of scenarios including Auto, Wire and
Cable industries.

Butyl Rubber
(Butyl)

As in EPDM, Butyl Rubber is also exceptional at resisting
chemicals and polarized fluids; featuring outstanding
electric insulation and ozone resistance.

Special features are low permeability against gas and moisture and high
vibration resistance, allowing wide applications of Butyl Rubber in
capsules, wires and cables, waterproof building materials, cushions,
corks, wharf crash cushions, bridge bearing pads and conveyer belts.

Carboxylated NBR
(XNBR)

In addition to NBR features, XNBR has even better
abrasion resistance than NBR.

XNBR is often used in power assemblies such as seals and rod wipers;
also applicable to rubber tubes, O-rings, rubber rollers and various
industrial products.

Polyurethane Rubber
(Polyurethane,
AU/EU)

AU type Polyurethane features exceptional resistance
to lubricants, fuel oils and solvents, but is easy to
hydrolyze. EU type Polyurethane is less affected by
hydrolysis. It features excellent abrasion resistance,
high tensile strength and high flexibility.

Applicable to the machinery industry, especially in materials requiring
higher abrasion resistance and tensile strength.

Epichlorohydrin
Rubber
(ECO)

All ECO rubber is flexible at low temperatures and
resistant to lubricant oils, fuel oils, and has excellent
weather resistance and dynamic properties.

ECO rubber is used in vehicle fuel components and industrial realms.
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We are dedicated to developing and marketing a full series of rubber compounds, provide
comprehensive services, and produce the most suitable rubber materials to meet the requirements
of the customer. The rubber compounds have a wide range of applications in the semi-conductor,
aerospace, electrical machinery, medical, food and drinking water, automobile and traditional
industries. We are not only engaged in the professional design and R&D of rubber compounds, but
also participate in the discussion of the back-end process and provide advisory services to help
customers produce more competitive products.

Editorial
Policy

Applications of CHR's products

1. Sustainability Topic
Management
2. Robust Corporate
Governance
3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Sales markets of CHR's products
80% of our rubber compound products are sold in
Taiwan and 20% are exported to Europe, the USA, Japan
and other advanced countries.

Overseas
外銷
market

20%

Domestic
內銷
market

80%

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Application markets of CHR's products

5. Value Chain
Management
6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives
7. Appendixes

Distribution of CHR's products in global markets
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CHR Logo is a well-known international
leading brand of rubber products and CHR is
a company representing the quality of rubber
compounds. We introduce the material
tracing bar code system to meet the quality
requirements of the customer. It can trace
the movement of the product more quickly
and show the production history of the (raw)
materials to identify and solve problems
immediately.
The green CHR indicates our
persistence in the production of low-carbon
green sustainable products.

CHR Corporate Identity Brand
CHR smart manufacture
To ensure the highest synergistic
effect of the supply chain, we integrate
the benefits of the customer and supply
chain and apply them to our manufacturing
process to create the product history
system, auto warehouse and smart
manufacture. We proactively purchase the
most advanced R&D equipment to achieve
the goals.

Product history
system

Smart
manufacturing

Equipment
procurement
Auto
warehouse

Establishment of the ERP
system
We establish the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system to optimize the
application of resources and lay a foundation for the Industry 4.0 in the future. Resources
of different departments are integrated via the ERP system. It is very helpful to reduce the
operation time and speed up the acquisition of information needed for making decision.

Build an ERP
system

System
benefits

Incoming, sale and storage
management system
Production and
manufacturing system
Finance and cost system
Human resource management
system
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Reduction of the voucher
processing cost

ERP
system

Improvement of the data
correctness
Acquisition of real-time
decision information

2016 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
Enhance your management power
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One of the CHR ERP systems: Sales management system

Establishment of the production history system

Material check
CHR01
CHR01

Incoming label
CHR01

Shipping label
NBS
NBS

Agent label
Item name: NR#3

Lot no.: N/A
Weight: 111.11KG
Expiration date: 2018/11/19

1MO1601290123
Item name: 1P6209AA
Parts no.: 1OAC60001
Material no.: A
Percentage: 1/8
Item name: HYTEMP 4053EP
Parts no.: 1CAC00003
Weight: 28.005KG
Date: 02.17.2016 19:38:45

Feeding contents

5. Value Chain
Management

Parts no.:1CNR00002

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Rubber label
CHR01
CHR01

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

We combine the production process and establish an electronic labeling control system
that comprehensively covers the processes from material incoming to delivery of products.
The user only needs to scan the label to check the entire production history, including the
expiration date. The system gives an identity to each material and product. It records the
information about the employee, work, time, place, object, and quantity for inquiry and
tracing at any time.

Feeding weight
Feeding sequence

CHR production history system
6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

CHR material charging system and equipment
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Auto warehouse and smart production
To improve the R&D, production capability, quality, efficiency and meet the requirements of the
client, such as the automobile and aerospace industries, for material certification and traceability, we
plan automated manufacture engineering for our production field and introduce auto warehousing
and measuring systems to significantly improve the production efficiency of the process and the
consistency in the quality of the rubber compounds. We also introduce advanced ERP computer
and bar code systems to meet the requirements of the demanding rubber compound customers and
march toward the goal of intelligence manufacture and Industry 4.0.

The roller stirs up the material

The roller is running for production

CHR introduces smart manufacture and
automated production engineering

Packaging lift equipment

Full view of the conveyor

Panoramic view of the packaging area

Advanced R&D equipment put in service
We always place importance on R&D. The R&D team makes every endeavor to develop
advanced equipment under the leadership of the Chairman. It is not unusual to hear the discussion
between the Chairman and the R&D team about what advanced equipment needs to be purchased.
We continuously invest in the development of equipment such as DSC, TMA, TGA, FTIR, GC/MAS,
XRF, and SEM-EDS analysis devices. By integrating upstream and downstream materials, the
professional R&D team is making efforts to develop more advanced rubber material for every CHR
client.
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R&D equipment
Editorial
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FTIR [Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy]
Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy

Words from the
Chairman

FTIR is used for quick analysis and can be operated in the
atmosphere and room temperature. It is suitable for nondestructive material testing and qualitative analysis. Micro
contaminant analysis is possible under the microscope. It is also
applicable for analysis of unknown objects and development of
new materials.

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

TGA [Thermogravimetric Analysis]
Thermogravimetric Analysis
This is used to ascertain the pyrolysis temperature of the material
and the proportion of its ingredients, such information about
processing oil, glue, filling agent, and so on.

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

DSC [Differential Scanning Calormetry]
Differential Scanning Calormetry
This is used to understand the heat capacity change of the
material, such as the melting point and Tg point (glass transition
temperature).

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

TMA [Thermomechanical Analysis]
Thermomechanical Analysis

4. Happy LOHAS Career

This is used to understand the heat capacity change of the
material with reference to the expansion and shrinkage of the
sample, such as the melting point and Tg point (glass transition
temperature) or CTE (Coefficient of Thermal Expansion) data.

XRF [X-ray Analysis]
X-ray Analysis

5. Value Chain
Management

This is a non-destructive testing method and suitable for RoHS
(heavy metal), halogen-free analysis. Range of analyzable
elements [Mg12~U92]

SEM-EDS [Scanning Electron Microscope-Energy
Dispersive X-ray Spectroscope]
Scanning Electron Microscope-Energy Dispersive X-ray
Spectroscope

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

SEM provides HD and long DOF images along the surface and
near surface of the sample. SEM combined with EDS (SEM-EDS)
realizes element analysis within a tiny area. Range of elements
[Mg12~U92]

Py-GC-MS [Pyrolysis-Gas Chromatography–Mass
Spectrometry]

7. Appendixes

Pyrolysis-Gas Chromatography–Mass Spectrometry
PY-GC/MS can analyze the micromolecule (monomer) of the
rubber. Pretreatment of the sample is not needed using this
method, and it is possible to analyze multiple ingredients in one
experiment.
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2.2 Market presence
Institutionalization of employee
welfare
The Articles of Association
provides in Article 19 that the
Company must appropriate more
than 1% of the surplus, if any,
in the annual accounts as the
compensation for the employees.
The Board of Directors has decided
to make the payment in the form of
shares or in cash to ensure a stable
employee welfare. In short, we share
our operational results with the
employees.

Market presence
At the operating bases, the
compensation of the employees at
the basic level is much more than the
minimum wage in Taiwan. The ratio
of the wage at the basic level to the
minimum wage in Taiwan over the
past three years was between 1.175
and 1.389.

A complete training system

Unit: NT$ million

Item

2014

2015

2016

Operating
income

1,702

1,683

1,806

45

56

57

186

170

212

Income tax
+business tax
Employee
welfare

Year

Min. male
percentage

Min. female
percentage

2014

1. 208

1. 389

2015

1. 190

1. 341

2016

1. 175

1. 343

Excellent employee welfare

Product test equipment and operation

Marketing and labeling
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EU directives

Being dedicated to the food safety and
environmental protection, we conduct every
required assessment and test of the materials using
different precise instruments before they are put
into production to avoid misusing any restricted
material. All of our products meet the requirements
of relevant regulations, such as REACH
(Registration, Evaluation and Authorization of
Chemicals System, RoHS (Restriction of Hazardous
Substances Directive), and PAHs (Polycyclic
Aromatic Hydrocarbons). All the materials are
strictly controlled by the R&D department, and
highly precise analysis equipment is used to ensure
that all the materials meet the latest EU regulations.
Except for the products that have been developed
for a long time, all the new products are developed
in compliance with green regulations. No violation
of marketing or labeling regulations had occurred
and no fine had been imposed as of 2016.

Year

99.8%

99.6%
96.9%

2014

99.7%

98.4%

97.8%

2015

2016
REACH SVHC
RoHS
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2.3 Risks and opportunities

Level

There is high repetition of development; environmental
regulations are becoming stricter; suppliers develop
and offer new products continuously.

Moderate

Conduct development case study every two weeks and report the monthly
ordering rate and the success rate of development to the monthly
production and sales meeting.
Make regular assessment to ensure compliance with laws and regulations.

It is difficult to check the production history and trace
the product, and may affect the interests and rights of
the customer.

Moderate

Build an integrate LOT production history checking platform.
Build and quick inquiry platform depending on required information.

The lead time is too long; competitors increase their
capacity and lower their price.

Moderate

Build additional factories and increase the capacity.
Provide customers with professional products and services; reduce the
defect rate.
Establish a complete of employee welfare system and attract new
employees with CSR reports.
Establish a personnel transfer training system to ensure smooth
coordination of the work.

High

Risks and opportunities in climate change

Risks and Opportunities in Climate Change
and Corresponding Measures
Considerations

Legal aspect

Air quality deterioration
alarm

Typhoon, flood, high
temperature

Power failure

Social and economic
circumstances

1. The frequency and
severity of natural
disaster affects the
production or forces stop
of the production.
2. High temperature results
in cracking of rubber
products and reduce
their service life.

On-time delivery is
impossible or production
volume is reduced.

High awareness of
environmental protection
and change of the claimed
circumstances affect the
capacity.

Moderate

Low

Low

High

Action
Moderate

Legal compliance as the first priority; fulfill the
corporation responsibility for environmental
protection in a self-disciplined manner.

CHR's rubber material features
heat resistance, low temperature
resistance, and oxidation
resistance to meet the
requirments of the customers for
quality rubber products.

High

Develop the products that are adaptable to the
change of climate.

We are located in the industrial
park and have stabler power
supply than the companies
outside the industrial park. The
downstream manufacturers may
turn to us in case of power failure
outside the industrial park.

High

Collect information of potential customers and
create good relationship.

We purchase energy-saving
equipment first and implement
ISO 50001 Energy Management
System to prepare for the
deficiency of power. The quota of
power implemented by the
government can keep the capacity
steady and is sufficient for
additional capacities.

High

Old production equipment is eliminated to
reduce consumption of energy; establish
energy action management plans.

Reduce energy consumption and
use of materials with lowest
damage to the environment.
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Other aspects

Competent authority
requests reduction of the
capacity or stop.

Opportunity

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Substantial aspect

Risk

5. Value Chain
Management

Aspect

4. Happy LOHAS Career

As for the risks and opportunities in climate change, we identified the regulatory dimension, substantive dimension, and other dimensions as described in the following table.

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Young people change their job selection model and it is
difficult for the manufacture industry to hire employees.

Measures

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Risks and opportunities

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

CHR' Risks and Opportunities and Corresponding Measures

Words from the
Chairman

Risks and opportunities are assessed according to the probability of the occurrence,
severity of the risk, and the benefits generated from the occurrence of the event. These will
be identified and scored to determine the highly, moderately, and least concerned risks and
opportunities. The risks and opportunities that we identified to be moderately and highly
concerned about are described below.

Editorial
Policy

We pay close attention to the risks and opportunities that the Company is facing,
and can take actions and grasp the opportunity to improve the operating model thanks to
comprehensive risk management and appropriate handling of crisis. The long-term risk
management is realized by implementing corporate sustainable development.
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2.4 Ethics and integrity
We respect ethics and
integrity. They are one of our
corporate cultural values.
Relevant regulations and
systems are established for the
corporate ethics and integrity.
They have been approved by
the Chairman and announced
for implementation to realize our
basic values.

Be diligent and simple
Find the root course

Be credible and proactive
Ensure customer first

Creation of relevant
legal systems

CHR's core values

Abstract
Article 3 Principle of good faith
Employees on duty shall respect the team work, get rid of departmental egoism , observe the principle of
good faith be aggressive, and take conscientious and responsible attitude.

Article 6 The following behaviors are prohibited to avoid conflict of interests and
pursuit of private benefits:

Employee Code of
Conduct

6.1 Make use of the position with respect to the business under management or supervision to earn
profits directly or indirectly to acquire inappropriate interests or do other corrupt practices;
6.2 Make use of the authority, opportunity, or status to make profits with respect to the business not
under management or supervision;
6.3 Fraudulently acquired the properties of others under cover of legal authority;
6.4 Illegally occupy or steal the equipment or asset of the company;
6.5 Transfer the resources or interests to self or any relatives. For example, submission of a proposal
that may be beneficial privately and for the company to the Chairman for approval and implementation;
6.6 Report expenses or overtime hours falsely.

Article 1 Objectives
Employee complaint management regulations are established to provide them with a communication
channel, and help them solve their problems in loss of personal rights, bad working environment, and
unfair treatment.
Employee grievance
Complaints Handling
Regulations

Article 3 Complaint approach
The employee who is damaged in his/her rights or has any opinion may fill in the "Employee grievance
Complaint Form" for further handling. The contents of the Form must be objective and the supporting
documents must be detailed. Application made anonymously or for the purpose of aspersion, or containing
any poison-pen letter or insulting words will not be accepted.

Article 3
Regulations Governing
Sexual Harassment
Prevention Measures,
Complaints, and
Disciplines have been
established

33

The Administration Department is responsible for implementation of sexual harassment prevention
measures and handling of complaint and discipline matters. The telephone number and e-mail address
of the Administration Department will be announced separately and make public on the website of the
company to demonstrate the decision of CHR in the prevention of sexual harassment.

Robust Corporate Governance
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3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Since occurrence of the industrial
revolution, the rapid growth of the economy
has resulted in damage to the environment.
Especially, the global environmental issues
on climate change and greenhouse effect,
damage to the ozonosphere, acid rain,
smog, disappeared tropical rainforests, and
desertification make people understand
that uncontrolled use of resources to drive
the growth of the economy will certainly
damage the balance between the natural
environment and human beings. We
cannot pursue sustainable development
without ensuring ongoing stability of the
ecological environment.

Materials

Energy

Environmental
Material topics
compliance

Effluents and
Waste

Emissions

Water

Meaning of the low carbon green
environment
Low carbon green
environment

A low carbon green environment is friendly to the
Earth and crucial to the survival of human beings. We
demonstrate low carbon green environment in different
aspects including energy management and carbon
reduction, pollution control, water resource management,
material management, and environmental compliance.

CHR's Low Carbon Green Environment

Energy management and carbon
reduction

35

Pollution
prevention

Low Carbon Green Environment

Water resource
management

(Raw) material
management

Environmental
compliance

2016 Corporate Social Responsibility Report
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Client

As for the materials, we are looking for new
supplies proactively to increase the sources of the
supply. We also establish a safety stock control
mechanism, set an adequate quantity of materials
in the inventory, make purchase request in time,
and understand the supply in the market at all
times. Strategic procurements are conducted, if
necessary, to stock up with the materials.

Management of the low carbon green environment

Environmental
management

Maintain a long-term partnership with suppliers and
stride forward for sustainable operation and creation
of a double-win situation.

Promote the ISO 50001 Energy Management System
continuously.

Environmental
management

Promote the ISO 14001 Environmental Management
System continuously.

Water
resources

Increase water source efficiency and continuously
improve water utilization performance.

Materials

Continuously reduce procurement of materials from a
single source and pay attention to the source of
products in the market to minimize the concern about
discontinuation of supply.
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Materials

1. Observe requirements of environmental regulations
and continuously improve the environment.
2. Implement environmental management systems and
improve environmental management performance.

Energy saving
and carbon
reduction

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Energy
management

1. Increase energy efficiency and continuously
improve energy performance.
2. Observe requirements of energy regulations and
procure energy-saving products, where applicable.
3. Review energy objectives and goals and ensure
acquisition of information and resources.
4. Implement energy management systems and
reduce GHG emissions.

Commitment/System

5. Value Chain
Management

Policy

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Supplier

Environment and energy
compliance

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Impact
boundary

Effluents treatment,
water resource recycle

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

CHR

Resource recycle, legal
waste disposal
1. Sustainability Topic
Management

We are dedicated to creating a low carbon, green, and
friendly environment. The establishment of the "ISO 14001
Environmental Management System" and "ISO 50001 Energy
Management System" demonstrates our continuous endeavor
to promote the environmental protection, prevention of the
pollution, energy management, carbon reduction, and water
resource management. We strictly observe the environmental
and energy regulations and do our best to protect the Earth.

Words from the
Chairman

Energy-saving production equipment, use of
environment-friendly
material

Customers are concerned about us because we are one of
the major energy consumers in the industry and must comply
with the laws and regulations of the government. Hence, we
continuously implement green production, save energy, and
reduce carbon. When building new factories or changing
the design, we select energy-saving equipment and use
environment-friendly materials to meet the requirements of the
laws and regulations. Process waste and packaging material
must be sorted and recycled. The waste that cannot be recycled
must be removed and disposed by a legal vendor to reduce the
carrying capacity of the environment. Sewage is drained to the
underground channel controlled by the Industrial Development
Bureau and treated by the wastewater treatment plant. Use
of water resources must be adjusted to avoid restricted use
or deficiency of water. Used water must be recycled and
inappropriate utilization of the water must be avoided.

Editorial
Policy

Impact of the low carbon green environment
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Goal

Year

4%

2015

2018

5%
Recycling of
waste
2020

Waste recycle rate

Energy intensity

Energy
intensity

40%

Year

2018

42%

2020

Baseline: 2015

Year

4%

2015

2018

5%
Water
resources

Water resource
utilization

GHG emissions
intensity

GHG
emissions
intensity

Year

2020

Baseline: 2015

1%

2015

2018

3%

2020

Baseline: 2015

Action plan
Energy
management

Create the GHG emission reports over the past three years, continuously implement the energy action plan
every year, and continuously improvement energy efficiency.

Environmental
management

Implement the environmental action measures continuously, identify and assess the compliance with laws
and regulations regularly, and improve environmental performance continuously.

Water
resources

Establish guidelines for calculation of water recycling rate, implement water-saving requirements, and
procure water-saving products, where appropriate.

Materials

Build a packaging recycling system and promote ERP paper minimization projects.

Effectiveness assessment of the low carbon green environment
Energy
saving and
carbon
reduction
Environmental
management

37

Conduct energy management review every year, confirm the achievement of goals, and make adjustment and
improvement as countermeasures.

Conduct environmental management review every year, confirm the achievement of goals, and make
adjustment and improvement as countermeasures.

Water
resources

Check the products that were procured in the previous year and attached with a water-saving mark every year
and assess its benefits to provide a basis for elimination or adjustment in the future.

Materials

Conduct performance evaluation every year, confirm the achievement of goals, and make adjustment and
improvement as countermeasures.

Low Carbon Green Environment
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1. Sustainability Topic
Management
2. Robust Corporate
Governance
3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

The greenhouse effect leads
Plan
Do
Check
Act
to aggravation of the extreme
weather and more and more
people are concerned about the issue of climate change. Hence, implementation of energy
saving and carbon reduction is a strategy without regret. It is also the most important part
of an enterprise in the promotion of the green environment and sustainable vision. We have
implemented the ISO 50001 Energy Management System since 2014 with the importance
of the energy saving and carbon reduction in the mind. As a model factory of cluster in the
rubber industry, we gathered the upstream and downstream supply chains to take energy
management actions and benefited from ongoing improvement of the energy performance
by establishing a PDCA (Plan, Do, Check, Action) management model and implementing
effective internal energy management.
First of all, we set up a cross-department energy management promotion committee
with the Chairman acting as the Commissioner. We also made energy policies and executed
annual energy goals, objectives, and energy saving plans to improve the air conditioning
system, air compressor, process equipment, and other energy consumption facilities in
an orderly way. The energy performance was improved systematically in daily energy
management to benefit in the decrease of the energy cost and reduction of the GHG
emissions.

Words from the
Chairman

Energy management

Editorial
Policy

3.1 Energy management and carbon
reduction

4. Happy LOHAS Career

地
球
永
遠
不
會
老

節
能
減
碳
做
環
保

作者：蔡宗叡

Resourceful Energy Saving Slogans - the first and second by voting
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ISO 50001 certificate

長
泓
業
績
拔
頭
籌

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

節
能
智
多
星
標
語
組
票
選
第
二
名

永
續
經
營
不
用
愁

5. Value Chain
Management

CHR gathered the upstream and downstream supply chains to take energy management actions
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Our energy comes from three sources:
outsourced electricity, diesel, and gasoline.
Outsourced electricity is the main source of
our energy. Diesel and gasoline are mainly
used for vehicles, machines, and emergency
generators, and outsourced electricity is used
for other facilities. The energy utilization is
very simple in terms of its types. 7,125,400
kWh/year of outsourced electricity (occupying
94.1%), 19.90 Kl/year of diesel (occupying
2.6%) and 27.47 Kl/year of gasoline
(occupying 3.3%) were consumed in 2016.
After conversion, the total consumption of
energy was 27,248,337 MJ/year.

Diesel
Consumption: 19.90 Kl / year

2.6%
3.3%
94.1%

Gasoline
Consumption: 27.47 Kl / year

Outsourced
electricity
Consumption: 7,125,400 kWh/ year

Energy consumption statistics and energy intensity
Energy
2014
2015
2016
Purchased power (kWh/year)

5,932,800

6,805,200

7,125,400

Diesel (Kl/year)

17.06

20.56

19.90

Gasoline (Kl/year)

34.52

28.17

27.47

Total energy consumption (MJ/year)

23,085,526

26,141,860

27,248,337

Finished rubber product volume (ton)

13,700.6

13,472.3

14,528.1

Energy intensity (MJ/ton)

1,685.0

1,940.4

1,875.6

Note 1: 1 kWh = 3.6 ╳ 106 joules (J); 1 Kl diesel = 3.517 ╳ 1010 joules (J); 1 Kl gasoline = 3.266 ╳ 1010 joules (J) (Source:
ENERGY STATISTICS HANDBOOK 2015)
Note 2: Energy intensity (MJ/TON) = Total energy consumption / total finished rubber products
Note 3: The table shows the internal energy consumption. CHR does not have external energy consumption.

To reduce the environmental temperature during the process and improvement the
cooling speed of the product, we additionally installed air conditioning equipment in about
80% of the plant area in 2015, leading to an increase of the power consumption and energy
intensity. However, thanks to the implementation of the energy saving plan, the energy
intensity in 2016 dropped by 3.3% in comparison with 2015. In the meantime, we set the
goal to reduce the energy intensity in 2020 by 5% in comparison with 2015.
Energy intensity

Energy intensity

3.3%

5%

1,940.4

2,000

28,000,000

1,875.6

1,950

27,000,000

1,900

25,000,000

1,800
1,750

23,000,000

1,650

23,085,526

1,600
1,550

24,000,000

1,685.0

1,700

Year

2014

( MJ / year)

26,141,860 27,248,337
2015

2016

22,000,000

2020

Energy consumption and energy intensity
39
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Total energy consumption

Energy intensity
(MJ / ton)

26,000,000

1,850

21,000,000
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Build additional special production lines
for new drinking water products

2016
Attachment of an additional timer to the water cooler
to ensure auto turnoff after work
Promotion of energy saving activities (educational
training)

GHG emissions
Greenhouse gas

Emission intensity

Carbon dioxide (CO2)

Methane (CH4)

3.2%

Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs)

The 2016 emission intensity is
less than 2015 (base year)
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To reduce the environmental temperature during the process and improvement the cooling
speed of the product, we additionally installed air conditioning equipment in about 80% of the
plant area in 2015, leading to an increase of the power consumption and GHG emissions intensity.
However, Thanks to the implementation of the energy saving and carbon reduction measure, the
emissions intensity in 2016 dropped by 3.2% in comparison with 2015(base year).

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Nitrous oxide (N2O)

5. Value Chain
Management

We use operational control method to
summarize GHG emissions data according to
the "GHG Inventory and Registration Guidance"
of the Environmental Protection Administration.
The GHG emission in 2016 was 3,891 ton of
CO 2e/year, including carbon dioxide (CO 2),
Methane (CH 4 ), Nitrous oxide (N 2 O), and
Hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), without combustion
of biofuels. Since the process environment was
improved in 2015, This year was selected as
the baseline for the GHG emission inventory to
ensure consistency of the comparison.

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Water-cooled central air conditioning temperature control (higher
outlet temperature settings)
Process energy monitoring (installation of additional energy
consumption monitoring devices)
Process water temperature monitoring (control of process water
temperate settings)
Operation management and improvement of air compressor
equipment (control of machines to be enabled)
Change of traditional T8 to T5 energy saving lamp

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

2014

2015

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Energy saving plans from 2014 to 2016

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Resourceful Energy Saving Slogans Competition - award
presentation ceremony

Words from the
Chairman

2

Editorial
Policy

We have continuously implemented energy
Total electricity saving
saving plans and 8 cases have been carried out since
GHG emission
performance of the plant
2014. The 6 cases completed in the first two years
focused on improvement of the process equipment
while the 2 cases completed in 2016 focused on
the energy saving in office applications. We also
organized energy saving competitions and encouraged
2.55%
91 tons
employees
to bring their
energy saving
2016
2016
creativity into
171,591 kWh / year
Reduced by 91 tons of CO e
f u l l p l a y. I n
comparison
with the energy
baseline acquired from the regression analysis, all the
factories saved the electricity to the total amount of 171,591
kWh/year in 2016 with an average saving rate of 2.55%. The
GHG emission was reduced by 91 tons of CO2e in 2016.
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CHR's annual GHG emission statistics

Base year

Note 1:
Note 2:

Note 3:

Scope 2
(Indirect emission)

Total emission
(Tons of CO2e/
year)

Finished rubber
product volume
(ton)

Emission
intensity (Tons
of CO2e/ton)

Year

Scope 1
(Direct emission)

Percentage

2014

138

4%

3,133

96%

3,270

13,701

0.239

2015

132

4%

3,593

96%

3,725

13,472

0.277

2016

129

3%

3,762

97%

3,891

14,528

0.268

Percentage

All the GHG inventories were checked according to the ISO 14064-1 Standard. Scope III (Other Indirect Emissions) was not quantified.
The inventory checking principles, calculation methods and emission factors provided by the Environmental Protection Administration
in its "GHG Inventory and Registration Guidance" and "GHG Emission Coefficients Management Table, ver. 6.0.3" were used as reference.
Coefficient of power: 0.528 tons of CO2e / kWh.
The Global warming potential (GWP) value provided by IPCC in the 4th assessment report in 2007 was used.

Annual GHG emission volume
4,000

3,762

3,593

3,500

Unit: Tons of CO2e/year

3,133

3,000
2,500
1,500
1,000
500
0

138
Year

132
2014

129
2015

Scope 1 (direct emission)

2016
Scope 2 (indirect emission)

GHG annual emissions intensity
Unit: Tons of CO2e/tons of products

0,600

Emission intensity

0.277

0,400

0.268

0.239
0,300
0,200
0,100
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3.2%

0,500

Low Carbon Green Environment

Year

2014

2015

2016
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Management
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Initiatives

Purchase uniform package material and use
remaining fabrics for package

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Improve the recycling centers by district and
classification

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

2016
Environmental
action measures

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

2016 environmental action measures

Words from the
Chairman

Thanks to the enhanced
awareness of environmental
protection among the public and
the increasingly strict regulations,
the concept of clean production
and the pollution prevention
and control techniques must be
improved to catch up with the
international development and
ensure compliance with relevant
environmental laws and regulations.
In consideration of the
corporate society responsibility
and the goals of the sustainable
development, we introduced
the ISO 14001 Environmental
Protection System in 2016 and
dedicated ourselves to the
environmental management
and environmental performance
enhancement. Air, water, waste,
poison, noise other factors that may
be harmful to the environment were
controlled and managed effectively.
To p r o v i d e t h e C o m p a n y w i t h
common implementation guidelines,
we established the environmental
policies in the hope of practicably
using them in the environmentrelated business of the Company.
The department set
environmental goals and action
plans every year with reference
to the environmental policies. All
the proposals for improvement
or increase of our environmental
performance, production efficiency,
and management mechanism are
incorporated. The achievements of the environmental goals were reviewed on a regular basis.

Editorial
Policy

3.2 Environmental management system

7. Appendixes

Sorting and recycle of resources
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Air pollution and emission
VOCs (Volatile Organic Compound), a kind of air pollutant, are produced during production
of the rubber. The source of the emission is the raw rubber. We declare the air pollution control
fee according to the law every quarter and calculate the VOCs emission volume according to
the SCC CODE approved by the Environmental Protection Administration of the Executive Yuan.
The VOCs emission volume in 2016 was 9,501.2 Kg/year. It was more than the emission volume
in 2015 due to setup of additional production lines and increase of the production volume. Since
the second factory needed additional production lines for more production capacity, we have
applied to the Environmental Protection Bureau Changhua County for a special account to
declare the air pollution fee of the second factory.

Air pollution and emission statistics
Volatile Organic
Compound
(VOCs)
Note:
Source:

Unit: Kg/year

2014

2015

2016

6,853.4

6,677.5

9,501.2

The emission of the factory (Kg VOCs) = Total volume of synthetic rubber *
emission factor (2.036 Kg VOCs/ Kg synthetic rubber)
Air Pollution Control Fee Declaration Data

VOCs emission
9,501.2

10,000
9,000
8,000

6,853.4

7,000

6,677.5

6,000
5,000
4,000
3,000
2,000
1,000
0

Year

Refrigerant

R-22
ODS

Ozone damage
potential: 0.055
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2014

2015

2016

Unit: Kg/year

Emission of ODS (Ozone Depleting
Substance)
R-22 is the refrigerant that we use in the air
conditioning system. It is an ozone depleting substance
recorded in the Montreal Protocol and has an Ozone
Depletion Potential (ODP) of 0.055. The total R-22 capacity
(total filling capacity) of our air conditioning system is 271.5
kg. This is calculated according to the refrigerant leakage
and emission factor (annual leakage rate) of 8.5% as
provided in the "GHG Emission Coefficients Management
Table, ver. 6.0.3" of the Environmental Protection
Administration. The average R-22 emission per year is
23.08 kg equivalent to 1.27 kg of R-11.
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Effluents discharge volume

Unit: Ton/year

2014

2015

2016

Total Effluents
discharge

7,612

6,984

7,809

Monthly average
discharge
(ton/mon.)

634

582

651

Quality of the effluents to be collected to the wastewater treatment plant of Changhua Coastal Industrial Park
Unit: mg/L
Quality of the effluents to be collected
to the wastewater treatment plant of
Changhua Coastal Industrial Park
(before treatment)

Average SS

2016

1st plant

161

216

290

2nd plant

47

115

68

2rd plant av.

104

166

179

1st plant

28

39

84

2nd plant

15

30

14

2rd plant av.

22

35

49

Source: The effluents treatment plant of Changhua Coastal Industrial Park,
Changhua County
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2015

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Average COD

2014

5. Value Chain
Management

Source: The effluents treatment plant of Changhua Coastal Industrial
Park, Changhua County

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Plant

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

As for the quality of the water discharged from the wastewater treatment plant of
Changhua Coastal Industrial Park, Changhua County, COD was between 25~45mg/L, SS
between 5~10mg/L and BOD between 4~12mg/L. All of these values met the requirements
of the effluent standard. The wastewater discharged from our factories was currently not
reused by other organizations.

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

According to the data provided by the wastewater treatment plant of Changhua Coastal
Industrial Park, Changhua County, our COD (Chemical Oxygen Demand) and the average
discharge value of SS (Suspended Solid) in 2016 were 179 mg/L and 49 mg/L, respectively.
Since the wastewater treatment plant of the industrial park does not incorporate BOD
(Biochemical Oxygen Demand) in the test, it is not indicated in the table. The COD and
SS values of the first factory increased annually because carbon black was added in the
process and, thus, the hands of the employees became dirty easily. When the production
increased and employees washed hands more frequently, the COD and SS condensation
increased.

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

We are located in the Changhua Coastal Industrial Park, Changhua County, and only
produce domestic effluents. Since no process wastewater is produced, there is no need
to set up wastewater treatment facilities; all the wastewater is collected to the wastewater
treatment plant of the industrial park through enclosed pipes. The collected wastewater
undergoes physical and aerobic treatment and then discharged through the Lunwei Channel
to ensure that the quality of the discharged water meets the requirements of the effluent
standard.

Words from the
Chairman

The effluents produced during the process may impact the environment far and deeply,
and is harmful to the habitat of creatures, environment and food chain. The best way to
protect the environment is to reduce the pollutant and emission at the source to avoid
pollution of the environment.

Editorial
Policy

Effluents discharge management
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Waste management
Only unrecyclable general industrial waste such as waste rubber mixtures, waste
plastic mixtures, waste wood pallets, and household garbage that are not recyclable and
recyclable waste paper, waste iron, waste plastics, and waste copper are produced during
production of the rubber products. No hazardous industrial waste is produced. The waste
is simple in terms of type and nature, and only a small quantity is produced. The waste
occupying the largest percentage is the household garbage.

Waste

Waste rubber
compounds

Waste wood
pallets

Waste plastic
compounds

Household garbage

Harmless

Waste paper, iron, plastics, copper and
other recyclable waste materials

In addition to reducing the defect rate of the
robber products, we are dedicated to minimizing
the production of rubber mixtures at the source
and optimizing the waste management work.
The recycle rate of waste in 2016 was increased
to 38%. A waste storage area is set up in the
factory and a qualified waste treatment vendor is
authorized to remove and dispose the waste and
carry out the online waste reporting procedure.
Wa s t e i s d i s p o s e d a c c o r d i n g t o t h e
information and professional proposal provided
by the contractor. Currently, no violation of the
contract occurs to the contractor.

Waste disposal statistics
2014

2015

2016

Subtotal

31.0

31.1

58.1

Waste rubber compounds

1.2

1.1

0.9

Waste plastic compounds

1.2

1.1

1

Waste wood pallets

1.2

0.9

0.4

Household garbage

91.9

102.2

92.5

Total volume of general industrial waste

95.5

105.3

94.8

Total volume of Hazardous industrial waste

0

0

0

Waste recycle rate

24.5%

22.8%

38.0%

Category and treatment
Recycling of waste

38%
2016
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Plant

2014

2015

2016

1st plant

14,518

14,852

16,212

2nd plant

3,815

4,010

4,078

Total water withdrawal
(1st plant + 2nd plant)

18,333

18,862

20,290

Monthly average water
withdrawal (ton/mon.)

1,528

1,572

1,691

Source: Taiwan Water Corporation

Process water recycling diagram

Water
cooler
Cooling
tower

Partial
transpiration

Process
equipment

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Fire pool

5. Value Chain
Management

We are always frugal in water resources and limit the use of water to the daily life of the employees and cooling of the process equipment. The total water withdrawal in 2016 was 20,290 tons/
year. In addition to the process water, we recycle most of the condensed water used during the
process, save that partial transpiration is detected in the cooling tower, to make use of the water resources.

4. Happy LOHAS Career

The average daily water
consumption occupied only
0.01% of the reservoir water
supply

Unit: Ton/year

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

0.01%

Water resource consumption volume

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Three-year average daily
water consumption

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

We are much concerned about the environmental problem of groundwater overdraft and,
thus, only use the tap water that Taiwan Water Corporation provides. The source of the tap water
is the Liyutan Reservoir in Miaoli. CHR is located in Changhua Coastal Industrial Park, Changhua
County. As the official website of the industrial park shows, The Liyutan Reservoir supplies about
700,000 tons of water every day and 15,000 tons is supplied to Changhua Coastal Industrial Park.
The average daily water consumption of the industrial park occupies 2% of the daily water supply of
the reservoir. Our average daily water consumption occupied 0.48% of the daily water supply of the
industrial park over the past three years, indicating an average daily water consumption equal to 0.01%
of the daily water supply of the reservoir. Neither the water intake method nor the water withdrawal
had significant negative influence on the Liyutan Reservoir and nearby residents.

Words from the
Chairman

Taiwan is a country lacking water resources due to natural conditions. Especially, the river
monitoring data of the Environmental Protection Administration shows increasingly worse river
pollution that makes many rivers unusable due to bad water quality, and thus the more deficient water
resources. Consequently, groundwater is over-pumped everywhere for a long time and this overdraft
brings about a serious problem of land subsidence.

Editorial
Policy

3.3 Water resource management
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3.4 Materials
The 2016 Incoming Materials Statistics showed that the first two major materials for
the production were raw rubber and filling agent. Since our products are usually used in
the semi-conductor, aerospace, electrical machinery, medical, food and drinking water, and
automobile industries, only non-recycled materials are used in consideration of the quality of the products and the safety of the food. We will give first priority to the RoHS and EU
REACH regulations when we select new materials. The consumption of the major materials
(raw rubber, filling agent, softener, activator) and other materials in 2016 was 9,833 tons
and 610 tons, respectively. The pallets used for transport and storage of the material in the
factories will be reused for shipment of the products in Taiwan.

Input and Output of Materials in 2016

Material

Emissions

Major (raw) materials (raw rubber,
filling agent, softener, activator)
9,833 tons
610 tons
Other (raw) materials

Greenhouse gas

3,891 tons of CO2e

Volatile organic
compound (VOC)
Refrigerant R-22

9,501.2 kg
23.08 kg

Energy/Resource
Outsourced electricity
7,125,400 kWh
Diesel
19.90 Kl
27.47 Kl
Gasoline
20,290 tons
Tap water

upied only
27.47
20,290

Waste

General industrial waste (household
garbage, waste rubber, waste plastic)
152.9 tons
Hazardous industrial waste

Effluents
Wastewater

7,809 tons

Note: All the "materials" as non-recycled materials.

3.5 Environmental
compliance
Environmental protection is always our first
priority and we carry out all the tasks related to the
environmental protection according to laws and
regulations. In addition to introducing the ISO 14001
Environmental Protection System in 2016, we establish
environmental policies, execute the environmental
goals, objectives and action measures every year, and
continuously improve the environmental performance.
We were not fined by the competent authority over
the past five years. We will do our best to do the
environmental management by implementation and
operation of the environmental management system,
observe environmental laws and regulations, and
achieve the goal of continuous improvement of the
environmental performance.
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4. Happy LOHAS
Career

Only sound labor-management relations can build good working environment, have
employees be dedicated to the production activities, and create more productivity. Only fair
treatment of the employees and respect for them, elimination of discrimination, observance
of labor laws and regulation can give them a comfortable working environment and help
them produce the best possible benefits for the Company.

Material
topics

Employment

Training and education

Labor/management
relations

Occupational health and
safety

Forced or Compulsory
Labor

Human rights

Meaning of the happy LOHAS career
In society nowadays, unsound labor-management relations are usually the cause
of the disputes between. Hence, the labor-management relations are one of the issues
that stakeholders are most concerned about, especially the employees and their
family members. In the highly competitive global environment, it is necessary to turn
the concept that training is a cost outlay item to a new awareness that training is an
investment in talents.

Impact of the happy LOHAS career
Employees are the most important assets of CHR. To retain talents and avoid
overwork, management must take care of the employees and have them feel the
care and help them involved in the work to create the highest value. Employees are
irreplaceable treasures of the Company. Only healthy employees can make the products
that are safe and reliable to the customer in an absolutely safe working environment.
Human rights are one of the focuses
at the working place nowadays. We
observe the Labor Standards Act and
plan to establish a prevention and control
mechanism with reference to the human
rights in the future to protect the rights
and interests of the employees more
soundly.
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Impact
boundary
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Management of the happy LOHAS career

Employment

The Labor Standards Act requires that employer is not allowed to
force employees to work through violence, coercion, restraint, or
in any other ways, and the labor-management relations shall be
established on a mutual-respect and fair basis.

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

2.
3.
4.

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Occupational
health and
safety policy

Observe laws and regulation, conduct hazard control, and
build optimal working environment.
Make educational training and result assessment and improve
the management performance.
Conduct risk management, promote health, and achieve the
goal of full participation.
Ensure continuous improvement and thorough checking to
achieve the goal of sustainable operation.

5. Value Chain
Management

1.

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Human rights

Employees are recruited, appointed, evaluated, and promoted
based on their competency the requirements of the laws
without consideration of their gender.
Measures to prevent sexual harassment at workplaces and
relevant complaint and discipline regulations are established
based on gender equality in employment and maintenance of
dignity.
Employee complaint management regulations are established
to help them solve their problems in loss of personal rights,
bad working environment, and unfair treatment.
Employment of child labor is prohibited.
Forced labor is prohibited.
Safe and healthy working environment is provided.

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

1.

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Forced labor

Train employees with required knowledge, skills and attitude for
their work in consideration of the policy and objective of the
company. Build learning-oriented organizations, arouse
employee's potential versatilely, improve the quality of manpower,
and enhance the competitiveness.

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Training and
education

Treat every employee fairly, openly, and impartially to improve
harmonious labor-management relations.

Words from the
Chairman

Policy
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Commitment / System
Employment
and labor /
management
relations

Establish employee handbooks and build an employee satisfaction
survey system.

Training and
education

TTQS Talent Quality-management System.

Occupational
health and
safety

Execute planned management and improvement measures,
implement result assessment and improvement, and promote the
CNS 15506 Taiwan Occupation Safety and Health Management
System. Build a zero-accident working environment and protect
the safety and health of the employees.

Goal
Employment

Reduce employee complaint cases every year, provide good
working environment, protect the rights and interests of the
employees, and help them work in happy working atmosphere.

Labor/manage
ment relations

Improvement of employee satisfaction to 3.6 points in 2018.

Forced labor

Compliance

Human rights

Handle employee complaint cases as soon as possible to reduce
the cases.

Training and
education

Win TTQS silver medal in 2018.

Occupational
health and
safety

Zero industrial accidents in the year.
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Take actions according to the law and institutionalize employee
welfare.

Extend factory buildings, hire more employees, establish more
production lines, arrange more shifts, and reduce overwork hours.

Human rights

Establish the Regulations Governing CHR Sexual Harassment
Prevention Measures, Complaints, and Disciplines, Employee
Complaints Handling Regulations, and the human rights
assessment system (incl. suppliers).

Training and
education

Establish the TTQS system.

Occupational
health and
safety

Install air conditioners to improve working environment; build the
"OHSAS 18001 Occupational Safety and Health Management
System" and "CNS 15506 Taiwan Occupation Safety and Health
Management System".

Employment
and labor /
management
relations

Review employee complaint cases every year and convene tge
labor-management relations coordination meeting.

Confirm the reduction performance of forced labor through the
annual CSR report.

Human rights

Review and assess relevant systems and implementations every
year.

Occupational
health and
safety

Conduct occupational safety and health management review every
year, confirm the achievement of goals, and make adjustment and
improvement as countermeasures.
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Forced labor

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

The Workforce Development Agency of the Ministry of Labor
evaluates the Talent Quality-management System (TTQS) once
every 2 years.

5. Value Chain
Management

Training and
education

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Effectiveness assessment of the happy LOHAS career

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Forced labor

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Review laws and regulations and act accordingly. Understand the
items that have lower scores in the employee satisfaction
questionnaire and make improvement.

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Labor/manage
ment relations

Words from the
Chairman

Employment

Editorial
Policy

Action plan
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4.1 Human resource management
Employee recruitment status
We hire employees according to national labor-related regulations and in compliance
with the basic labor rights specified in international conventions. Employment and promotion
are executed based on the principles of no child labor, no discrimination, and only ability
and competence. To select and retain local outstanding talents, we establish the "Employee
Handbook" and specify the employment relationship, wage, performance evaluation,
employee welfare, leave, retirement, reward and punishment. Promotion of the employee
is subject to review at the Personnel Review Committee meeting to ensure fair, open and
impartial treatment of the employee and improve harmonious relationship between the labor
and management.
To protect the personal information and privacy, we sign a personal information
statement with the interviewer who will have an interview to keep the personal information
confidential. After entering the Company, new employees undergo educational training,
including the Company profile and overview of the functions, provided by the Company
to help them have basic understanding of the history, culture, organizational structure,
personnel and welfare systems of the Company as well as the nature of the work and their
roles.
As for employment, we hired a total of 232 employees, increasing by 11 employees
compared with 2015, as of the end of 2016 and all of them were full-time employees.
Most of the employees were aged between 31 ~ 49 (61.7%). As for the gender, since we
are a rubber manufacturer and belong to the traditional manufacturing industry, most of
the employees are male (82.8%). Employees are promoted according to the laws and
regulations without discrimination due to gender, age, nationality, or religion.

Employees in 2016 analyzed by gender, age, and nationality
Female
Group

Category

Number
(person)

Percentage
(%)

Male
Number
(person)

Percentage
(%)

Subtotal
(person)

Percentage
(%)

Under 30
31-49

Age

Over 50
Nationality

Note 1:
Note 2:

Foreign
country
Taiwan

The total number of employees is acquired based on the average number of employees calculated at the end
of the current month.
All the employees in 2016 were full-time employees. There were no temporary or part-time workers.
All the important personnel (managers, professional personnel, and employees at the basic level) are directly
hired by CHR.
All of the manager-level personnel were Taiwanese.
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Sound turnover of employees

New employees in 2016 analyzed by gender, age, and nationality
Female
Group

Number
(person)

Male

Percentage
(%)

Number
(person)

Subtotal Percentage

Percentage (person)
(%)

(%)

Under 30
31-49

Age

Over 50

Taiwan

Total new employees in 2016

47 People

Total employees in 2016

232 People

Note 1:

The total number of employees is acquired based on the average number of
employees calculated at the end of the current month.

Female
Category

Group

Percentage
(%)

Number
(person)

Percentage
(%)

Subtotal Percentage
(%)
(person)

Under 30
31-49

Age

5. Value Chain
Management

Number
(person)

Male

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Employees quitting in 2016 analyzed by gender, age, and nationality

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

A total of 36 employees quit in 2016 and the average monthly turnover rate
was 1.7%. Most of the employees leaving the Company were the operators on the
production line and the major reason for leaving the post was not adaptable to the
production line environment. We have started improving the factories since 2015
to upgrade the production line environment. Air conditioning equipment has been
installed in most of the plant areas (80%) to improve the workplace and provide
employees with a comfortable and excellent working environment.

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Foreign country
Nationality

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Category

Words from the
Chairman

Sound turnover of employees brings the Company vigor and ability to innovate.
We hired a total of 47 new employees in 2016 to fill the vacancies and increase the
production power. Most were aged below 30 (61.7%) followed by 31~49 (38.3%).

Over 50

Taiwan

Total employees who quited in 2016

36 People

Total employees in 2016

232 People

2016 turnover rate

1.7%

Note 2:

The total number of employees is acquired based on the average number of
employees calculated at the end of the current month.
Turnover rate = Quit employees in the current month / (employees at the beginning
of the month + employees at the end of the month) / 2
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Note 1:
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Nationality

Foreign
country
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Continuous educational training
We know that human capital is one of the most important production elements in the
knowledge-based economy. So, we continuously implement talent training programs and help
employees improve their competitiveness and professional competency in their career effectively.
Knowing that human capital is important to the Company, the Chairman authorized the
President Office to implement talent development in 2013 and the Education and Training Committee
was established in the same year. An instructors team was established in 2014 and all the top
managers joined the team to improve the quality of the training and manpower. Training policies were
drawn up in the same year. The Chairman gave an instruction to promote all-round development
of employees in 2016. The Education and Training Committee modified the "Training Quality
Management Manual" in line with the talent development policy of the Company to achieve the goals
of improving the performance and competitiveness of the employees. The training policies were
recorded in the "Training Quality Management Manual" and disclosed on the official website and
billboard of the Company for promotion purpose. To train the talents, we provide a 4-core training
system including the "new employee orientation", "professional competency training", "management
competency training", and "general training".
Chairman

Education and Training
Committee

Responsible for confirmation of
operational objectives and strategies

President
Office Head
Responsible for collective management
and planning of educational training affairs

Training
specialist
Execution of internal education and
training

Member: President and deputy manager of each department
(a total of 12 supervisors)
Responsibilities:

1. Review of educational training regulations and systems
2. Draw-up of annual education and training guidelines for the
company
3. Review of annual education and training requirements of each
department
4. Review of the applicants for their qualification to act as internal
instructors
5. Review of the vendors to give external cross-department education and training courses in terms of procurement
6. Review and selection of internal instructor training personnel
7. Evaluation of internal instructors
8. Selection of annual outstanding internal instructors and the
personnel who have acquired the qualification to act as instructors next year
9. Review of the educational training results.

CHR talent development milestones

2013

•
•
•
•

Training of MTP middle-level management talents
Internal training of instructors
Objectives and strategic plans management
Establishment of the Education and Training Committee

2014

•
•
•
•

Strategic planning workshop
Training of TWI basic-level supervisors
Performance management training (definition of KPIs)
Formation of an instructors team

2015
2016
2017
55 Happy LOHAS Career

• QIT (Quality Improvement Team) training
• Establishment of competencies (general competency,
management competency, professional competency)
• Implementation of KPI and common core competency
appraisals
• Formation of the QIT to make improvement continuously
• Establishment of competencies (general competency,
management competency, professional competency)
• Application of competencies
• Successor training plan (training of middle to high level
management s and key talents)
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Female

Total hours

Average

Average /
person

Category

Total hours

Average

Average /
person

Supervisor

1,649

36

46

Supervisor

387

10

39

Professional

964

64

15

Professional

340

13

26

Primary-level
staff

247

92

3

Primary-level
staff

159

17

9

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Category

2014

2015

2016

Total training hours (hour)

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Analysis of Employee Training Hours from 2014 to 2016
Item

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Male

Words from the
Chairman

Total educational training hours per employee in 2016 analyzed
by gender and employee category

Editorial
Policy

We provided educational training courses to a total of 3,746 hours in 2016. 890
employees took the courses and each employee was trained for 16.15 hours/year
on average.

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Total participants (person)
Average number of employees (person)
Average annual training hours / person
(hour/year)

5. Value Chain
Management
6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives
7. Appendixes

Implementation of talent training course
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Promotion of the Talent Quality-management System (TTQS)
Educational training and development of employees are always the first priority of
the Company. We have promoted the Talent Quality-management System (TTQS) of the
Workforce Development Agency, Ministry of Labor, since 2014 and won the "bronze medal"
in the corporate evaluation of the Talent Quality-management System in November 2016.
We are committed to winning the "silver medal" in 2018.
We develop the 4 training guidelines of "training of core competitiveness, establishment
of competencies, training of key talents, improvement of safety at workplaces" according
to the talent development strategy map. Then we define each facet and goal according to
the strategy map and implement the strategic action plan. We have established the core,
professional, and management competencies since 2015 and set up competency learning
maps as a basis for development of talents. They are currently applied to the evaluation
of the core competency and payment of the reward, and will be combined with the
compensation, recruitment, and promotion of employees.

Development of the TTQS Organization and Goal
Vision, mission

Company's annual
objectives

SWOT/TOWS analysis
Company's strategy
Strategy map

Company's
short-term and
medium-term
objectives

Four training
Guidelines

Annual training
requirements

Training for core
competitiveness
Establishment of
competencies
Training of key talents
Improvement of
occupational safety

Competency Setup Patch
2015

Core
competency

2016

2017~2018

Organize vision, mission, core values,
and core competitiveness consensus
camps
Establish common core value

Establish common core
competencies
Establish core competency
appraisal form
Implement common core

Develop core competency
learning map

Planning and establishment

Establish management
competencies for high,
medium, and primary
supervisors
Establish management

Management competency
inventory
Complete management
competency training blueprint

Implement category inventory
Work analysis

Establish professional
competencies for categories
Develop competency
learning maps

Professional competency
inventory
Competency gap analysis

Management
competency

Professional
competency

Practical
application
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Development of
competency model

Common core
competency appraisal
and payment of rewards

Daily training courses
Combined with pay
Applied to recruitment
selection
Combined with promotion
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The honor of the "bronze medal" in the corporate evaluation of the TTQS in 2016

Description
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To develop in line with the trend of international human resources, activate
the human resource investment, and promote the development of human
capital, The Workforce Development Agency of the Ministry of Labor has
referred to the features of the training and development industries in Taiwan
and applied the Training Quality System (TTQS) to the planning, design,
execution, checking, and result analysis of training since 2007 in order to
establish a strict, fair, and objective standardized appraisal system.
Appointed appraisal committee members came to the site to provide
appraisal service for the applicant according the appraisal criteria on the
rating card approved by the Workforce Development Agency.
The name of the Training Quality System was changed to Talent
Quality-management System (TTQS) in 2014 to deepen the meaning of the
system, promote human resource development and investment, and be
geared to the international standards. The training forms, incomplete
procedures or training processes spread in different department of the
organization are managed systematically within the TTQS loop to establish
a complete and structured human resource development system.

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Talent
Quality-mana
gement
System
(TTQS)

LOGO

5. Value Chain
Management

2015
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4.2 Employee welfare and labor
conditions
Outstanding welfare system
As for the welfare system, we provide employees with group insurance, physical
examination, free meals, scholarships and grants-in-aid for employee's children,
performance bonus, subscription of shares and dividends in addition to the benefits
specified in the Labor Standards Act to promote the physical and mental health of the
employees, ensure a balanced life for them, and retain talents. We also establish an
employee welfare committee, subsidize employee club activities, and organize domestic
and overseas company trip.

Benefits for the employees:

1

Insurance benefits better than what the law requires to provide work and living safety for
employees:
Group insurance, life insurance, injury and disability insurance, full reimbursement of injury
and disability medical expenses, daily hospitalization indemnity

2

Scholarship for children of employees

3

Domestic and overseas travel, travel cash subsidies for employees

4

Mutual aid money (e.g., allowance for marriage, funeral, festivity, new house celebration,
hospitalization) provided by the company or employee welfare committee

5

Bonuses for three festivals (Labor Day, Moon Festival, Year-end Bonus), birthday coupon,
birthday cake

6

Free meals and uniforms

7

Regular physical examination

8

Subscriptions and dividends for employees

9

Monthly performance bonus for employees

10

Selection of model labors and rewards
Nursing room

Free meal and employee canteen

59 Happy LOHAS Career

Organization of company trip
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Year

Number of employees’ rewarded
children (person)

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Payment of scholarships and grants-in-aid for
children of the employees
Total amount
(dollar)

Grant-in-aid
Scholarship

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Grant-in-aid
Scholarship
Grant-in-aid
Scholarship
Scholarship: The students from junior high school to college/university with 80 marks or
more in academic subjects and conduct performance are qualified for application.
2. Grant-in-aid: The students after the compulsory education are qualified for application.

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Selection of model
labors and rewards

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Note: 1.

5. Value Chain
Management
6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives
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We establish the "Model
Labors Selection Regulations"
to celebrate the "May 1" Labor
Day and encourage employees
to hold fast to their position and
be dedicated to their duties.
The model employees to be
praised are selected by each
department and 1~2 employees
are selected for the praise. The
model employees will receive an
incentive bonus to the amount
depending on their ranks in the
selection. They will be praised
and announced openly at the
major production and sales
meeting of the Company. The
model employee who wins
the first place is qualified to
participate in the selection of
model employees organized
by the Changhua Coastal
Park Service Center and
Changhua County Government,
respectively.

Words from the
Chairman

Comprehensive and good education for backbone in the future is the cornerstone
of our nation. To encourage the employees to respect the education of their children,
we provide scholarships and grants-in-aid for their children and encourage them to be
dedicated to their study, be motivated, and fact the future with love and hope.

Editorial
Policy

Scholarships and grants-in-aid for children of the employees

Payment of the bonus to model employees.
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Smooth promotion channel and performance evaluation system
Performance management is one of the important management behaviors and
tools. We always take employee promotion opportunities seriously and establish the
"Performance Management Regulations" to build a consistent, open and transparent system
for measurement of the cross-department career level and talent. The performance of the
employee is evaluated regularly based on the goal of the work and the personal result. The
performance is used as a reference for adjustment of the compensation. Special adjustment
of the compensation and smooth promotion opportunities will be granted to the employee
who performs exceptionally. Ability and competency as well as reasonableness are the only
criteria for the promotion. By doing so, we encourage mutual trust, love, and aid among the
employees to drive the development of the business.
12 employees (equal to a promotion rate of 5.2%) were promoted in 2016.
Employee Promotion Statistics in 2016
Number of promoted
employees

Total employees in
2016

12 People

232 People

Promotion
rate

5.2%

Note: The total number of employees is acquired based on the average
number of employees calculated at the end of the current month.

Good employment and labor-management relations
We provide grievance opportunities for employees to protect their rights and ensure
that any damage to their rights and interests can be dealt with immediately through multiple
communication channels. We help the employees understand relevant laws and regulations,
create friendly fiduciary relationship, prevent violation of laws and occurrence of disputes,
and create a friendly and robust employment relations.
We definitely specify the severance-related regulations in the Employee Handbook
according to the Labor Standards Act. The employees who select the old system have the
right to a pension. We appropriate 6% of the monthly insurance amount for the pension
according to the "Labor Pension Act" every month in favor of the employees who select the
new system.

Labor conditions
In 2015, we violated Article 36 of the Labor Standards Act stating "a worker must have
one regular days off every seven days as a rest day" because the capacity could not meet
the requirements of the orders and the employees must work overtime on holidays. To meet
the requirements of the Labor Standards Act and avoid overwork, we propose improvement
measures and coordinate with the employees to have holidays by turn to meet the
requirements of the orders and ensure that every employee has one rest day every seven
days. We acted according to the Labor Standards Act and no violation of labor-related laws
or regulations occurred in 2016.
Compliance to the Labor Standards Act
2014
Violation cases
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2015

2016
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3

Employee complaint management regulations are established to help them
solve their problems in loss of personal rights, bad working environment, and
unfair treatment.

4

Employment of child labors is prohibited.

5

Forced labor is prohibited.

6

Safe and healthy working environment is provided.

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

2

Measures to prevent sexual harassment at workplaces and relevant complaint
and discipline regulations are established based on gender equality in
employment and maintenance of dignity.

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Employees are recruited, appointed, evaluated, and promoted based on their
competency the requirements of the laws without consideration of their gender.

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

1

Words from the
Chairman

To protect the basic human rights of the employees, we are committed to protect
human rights continuously in terms of working conditions and gender equality. All of our
operating bases are subject to review and assessment of human rights.

Editorial
Policy

4.3 Maintenance of human rights
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There was 1 complaint case in 2016. It stated that part of the PU floors in the factory
was damaged. It was difficult to clean it and safety was a concern. We took the improvement
measure to change the PU floors completely to terrazzo floors one area after another. The
entire work will be expectedly completed at the end of 2017.

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

We establish the "Regulations Governing CHR Sexual Harassment Prevention
Measures, Complaints, and Disciplines" to protect employees from suffering sexual
harassment and ensure gender equality. The employee who suffers sexual harassment may
submit the complaint application form as soon as possible. The administration department
is the unit responsible for acceptance of the complaint and obligated to keep it confidential.
The complaint must be dealt with, a reply must be given, and the case must be closed within
1 month after acceptance of the application. Education and dissemination for prevention of
sexual harassment are the responsibility of the training department.

5. Value Chain
Management

We establish the "Employee Complaints Handling Regulations" to provide employees
with smooth communication channels, help them solve their problems in loss of personal
rights, bad working environment, and unfair treatment. Any employee who suffers damage
to his/her rights or has any opinions may submit a complaint application form to the
President Office. The complaint must be dealt with, a reply must be given, and the case
must be closed within 1 month after acceptance of the application. The unit dealing with the
complaint is obligated to keep it confidential.

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Smooth communication channels

2016 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

Employee satisfaction survey
To improve the recognition of the employees and their adherence to the Company, we
designed an employee satisfaction survey with 6 major categories and 38 issues that the
employees are concerned about. All the employees could complete the survey online from
October 27, 2016 to November 07, 2016. A total of 161 questionnaires were distributed and
99 effective replies were received. The average score of the employee satisfaction was
3.3 points. The most satisfied category was educational training (3.5 points) and the most
unsatisfied category was meal (2.9 points).

Employee Satisfaction Survey Results by Category

Work acceptance and
specialty

Leadership and
fellowship

Compensation and
welfare system

Meal
provision

Promotion and work
arrangement

Education and
training

The most satisfied categories in the survey were the compensation/welfare system
and education training. In particular, the welfare system was scored with the highest point of
3.8, indicating that our endeavor in this aspect was recognized by the employees. The meal,
which was scored with the lowest point, was supplied free of charge. We made improvement
in details including the freshness of the meat and vegetables and the quality of the soup.
The supplier was changed to meet the requirements of the employees.
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4.4 Occupational safety and health

Editorial
Policy

Establishment of the Occupational Safety and Health Committee

Words from the
Chairman

Total committee
members

Labor representative
percentage (%)

5 People

12 People

42%

Note: Percentage of labor representatives = number of labor representatives/ number of
committee members*100%

Occupational health and safety as priority

Establish Occupational safety and health committee
Provide personal protection equipments

Provide occupational safety and health educational training

5. Value Chain
Management

Regular physical examination

4. Happy LOHAS Career

The CHR takes occupational health and safety issues seriously. We provide employees
with all sorts of occupational safety and health management measures including:

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Labor
representatives

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Percentage of labor representatives in occupational safety and
health committee in 2016

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

The CHR established the occupational health and safety committee according to
Article 23 of the Occupational Safety and Health Act. There are quarterly meetings on
occupational health and safety issues. We provide the employees and the employers a
way to discuss occupational health and safety issues face to face. It is the highest review
organization on safety and health management. There are 12 people in our committee, our
chairman as the Commissioner, an assigned secretary, one occupational health and safety
personnel, and other committee members representing employees. Committee members
include occupational health and safety personnel, department supervisors, R&D personnel
and production unit personnel. According to the laws and regulations, labor representatives
should be no less than 1/3 of the committee. Our committee has 5 labor representatives
chosen by employees and take up 42% of the committee. Therefore, all committee decisions
will be made with a high priority on employees.

Employee complaint mechanism
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We conduct occupational safety and health educational training annually. All new
employees must go through training and currently employed personnel have annual one
point lesson training. We arrange external trainings on operating dangerous equipments,
occupational safety and health management- Class B, and for dust environment managers
and occupational safety and health affair managers- Class A.

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Regular disaster prevention drill

2016 Corporate Social Responsibility Report

From 2014 to 2016, the CHR declared all reports in time. According
Occupational Safety and Health Act of our country, the the Disabling Frequency
Rate, FR and Disabling Severity Rate, SR are both 0. There was no work-related
causality. Our contractors reported no work-related disease, injury, disability, or
death. Also, reports by the Labor Inspection Office on occupational safety and health
showed that there were no violation in the past 3 years. We established occupational
safety and health incident reporting process. Any incident will be reported by the
rules. The absenteeism rate in 2016 is 0.55% for male and 0.07% for female.
Occupational Safety and Health Act compliance
2014

2015

2016

Violation cases

Occupational safety and health reporting process

Discoverer
Labor Safety
Office

On-site
manager

Family
members

Guardroom

Fire
company

Administration
Department

119

Lukang Show Chwan Hospital Hotline
04-7813888; 04-7810566
Lukang Christian Hospital Hotline
04-7779595

Chairman

Where any accident in Article 37,
Section 2 of the Occupational Safety
and Health Act occurs:
Labor Inspection Office in Central
Taiwan
04-22550633
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08:00-17:00 Notify the on-site
manager and then the Labor Safety
Office and Administration Department
17:00-00:30 Notify the on-site
manager and then the guardroom
(24 hours a day)
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Chairman

Occupational safety and health are one of the most concerned issues of the
stakeholders, including the employees and their family members. To create a safe
and healthy work environment, in 2017, we built the CNS 15506 Taiwan Occupation
Safety and Health Management System to fully achieve occupational health and safety
management. We form a safe, healthy, and happy corporate to make our employees
feel safe and that it is a blessing to be working here in the CHR.

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Fire drill

Fire drill

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Personal protection equipments are provided

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Occupational safety and health educational training

4. Happy LOHAS Career
5. Value Chain
Management
6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives
7. Appendixes

Regular disaster prevention drill
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Employee health management
According to the Occupational Safety and Health Act of our country, the CHR has
a high-risk work environment of dust environment and ethanol environment. We have
conducted solutions according to the law by providing employees with regular physical
examination and personal protection equipments. We do everything we can for the health
of our employees to prevent any employee from being physically harmed at work and any
infringement of worker rights.
In 2016, we authorized an environmental testing institution to monitor dust, noise, and
ethanol in our work environment. The result showed that the dust and ethanol meet the
requirements of the law. Testing result is described as below:

Dust environment
Problems with work in dust environment
have been solved effectively by providing
gas hoods. The working environment
monitoring result showed that the content
of the inhalable dust in the air is
0.049mg/m3 and met the requirement of
average 5mg/m3 PEL-TWA. The
measured value was much less than
what the law requires. On-site employees
were requested to wear personal
protection equipment to minimize the
exposure.
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Organic solvent
(ethanol) environment
Problems of ethanol volatilization in
organic solvent environment have been
solved by providing gas hoods. The
working environment monitoring result
showed that the concentration of ethanol
in the air was 58.6ppm and met the
requirement of average 1000ppm
PEL-TWA. Though the measured value
was much less than what the law
requires, we set up explosion-resistant
devices in the working area. On-site
employees were requested to ware
personal protection equipment to
minimize the exposure.
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4.5 Volunteer program

Words from the
Chairman

To encourage the spirit that helping others
is the foundation of happiness and do its part
of the charity work, the CHR plans to establish
"CHR Charity Club Organization Articles" in
2017. All employees can participate voluntarily.
Charity Club aims at senior care and local
emergency aid. All event funds will be provided
by the CHR.

1. Sustainability Topic
Management
2. Robust Corporate
Governance
3. Low Carbon Green
Environment
4. Happy LOHAS Career
5. Value Chain
Management

Charity Club serve a meal event photo

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives
7. Appendixes

Discussion with Huashan Social Welfare foundation

Club meeting
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Since 2012, we have been providing
scholarships grants-in-aid to students of
Department of Chemical Engineering in Feng
Chia University. With our "Feng Chia University
Department of Chemical Engineering CHR
scholarship notice", we provide scholarships to
students in low-income households. We hope that
with our kindness, the students can finish their
degrees, become excellent chemical engineers. We
hope to cultivate talents and make a contribution to
society.
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5.2 Supply chain management
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5.3 Cooperation with customers to develop green
sustainable products
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3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

5.1 CHR’s value chain
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5. Value Chain
Management

6. Sustainable Action
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2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Value Chain Management

5.
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5. Value Chain
Management

Meaning of the value chain management
The CHR value chain is built upon suppliers,
customers, and the CHR itself. Through
vertical integration and green sustainable value
management, we make the best of 1+2>3 to reach
the goal of sustainable development.

Material
topics

Procurement practices
Green, sustainable innovative
products

Impact of the value chain management
A corporation cannot survive without its
customers and suppliers. Therefore, we join our
customers and suppliers in achieving CSR and
sustainable development to create prosperity for both
our customers and the supply chain.

CHR

Impact
boundary

Supply chain vendor

Client

Value chain management approach
Corporate customer-first culture
Policy

Customer satisfaction of more than 95%
Goal

Supply chain evaluation and
management system
System

Action plan

Implementation of supply chain evaluation
and management system
Cooperation with customers to develop
green sustainable products

Effectiveness assessment of value chain management
We keep track of action plans and achievement of goals via CSR reports, then make
adjustment and improvement as countermeasures.

The CHR's value chain mainly
manages its customers and the supply
chain. To create the highest synergistic
effect, we establish the supply chain
evaluation and management system to
assist our suppliers on improving CSR and
the green competency of the supply chain
and establish green corporate culture to
help develop green sustainable products.
We i n t e g r a t e t h e s u p p l y c h a i n a n d
customers to ensure smart manufacture
and synergistic effect of the value chain.

71

Value Chain Management

Improvement of
supply chain's
green competency
and value

Establishment of auto
warehouse and product
history

Implementation of
ERP management
and smart
manufacturing

Development culture of
sustainable low-carbon
green products

Cooperation with
customers in R&D of
green sustainable
products

Synergistic effect of CHR's
value chain management

5.1 CHR's value
chain

Establishment of supply
chain evaluation and
management system
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CHR annual material purchase amount (ton)

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

The materials we procure are mainly raw rubber, filling agents, softeners, activators
etc. These take up 94-95% of all purchases. Other materials include auxiliaries and
pigments that take up 5-6%. Most raw rubber is produced overseas thus procured mainly
overseas. Procurements of other materials are mainly in Taiwan. 85% of our suppliers come
from Taiwan.

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Material procurement

Words from the
Chairman

Supply chain management is the CHR's important topic. We set goals for local
procurement. And to improve CSR of the supply chain and green competency, the CHR
establishes supplier appraisal system to ensure supply chain management and improve
the quality and capability of the supply chain. The CHR supply chain consists of material
procurement and equipment procurement.

Editorial
Policy

5.2 Supply chain management

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment
4. Happy LOHAS Career
5. Value Chain
Management

2014

2015

Major materials: raw rubber, filling agent, softener, activator

2016
Other materials

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Year

7. Appendixes
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CHR material supplier distribution by percentage
Europe 3%
Thailand 1%
USA 6%

Korea 1%
China 1%
Japan 3%

China
Japan
Taiwan
USA
Thailand
Europe
Korea

Taiwan 85%

1%
3%
85%
6%
1%
3%
1%

Local equipment procurement
Procurements of equipment are mainly domestic. In 2016, the percentage of
local suppliers and purchase amounts is 100%. As for equipment repair, to support
local procurement and control repair process, we target at suppliers in Taichung,
Changhua, and Nantou, and set the goal.

In 2016, the percentage of suppliers and purchase
amounts in Taichung, Changhua, and Nantou are 88% and
80%.
2016 repair & parts
Procurement
Local supplier (%)

12%

88%

20%

Local repair & parts
procurement
Non-local repair & parts
procurement
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2016 local and non-local repair
& parts Procurement (%)

80%

Local repair & parts
procurement
Non-local repair & parts
procurement
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Regular material supplier evaluation system

1. Evaluation Standards:
Delivery

Green
product

Cooperative

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Quality

2. Establish supplier A-B-C three ranking systems:

Good

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Very good

Fair

Supplier appraisal system

長 泓 膠 業 股份有限公司
CHANG HORING RUBBER CO., LTD.
彰 化 縣 鹿 港 鎮 鹿 工 南 三 路 38 號
NO. 38, Lu-Gong South 3 Rd., Lu-Kang
Town, Changhua Hsien, Taiwan, R.O.C.
TEL: +886-4-7810868
FAX:+886-4-7810672

供應商企業社會責任承諾書
立書人

承諾在提供長泓膠業股份有限公司，生產和服務過程中，在各項交易合作範疇，

必要時透過訪談、問卷、教育訓練等方式，了解對於企業社會責任的履行認知與執行成果。
包含勞工權益與人權、環境保護及誠信經營道德規範。
壹、

勞工權益與人權
1.
2.
3.

雇用童工應符合當地相關法令規範。
工時與薪資應符合當地相關法令規範。
禁止強迫勞動。

4.
5.

符合勞工健康與職業安全衛生相關法令規範，並遵守相關工程安全衛生及環境管理等相關規
範。
禁止任何形式之歧視。

6.

尊重結社自由與談判。

1.

環境保護
依據當地所有環境方面的法律法規，加強環境保護以減少對環境的影響，並持續性改善，落實

2.
3.

企業社會責任。
符合國際無有害物質的規範及法要求，如 ROHS、REACH 。
減少污染物、有毒物及廢棄物之排放並妥善處理，對於廢棄物等處理符合當地相關法令規範，
以降低對自然環境之衝擊或危害。

參、

誠信經營道德規範
1.
2.

保證道德的、誠實的、正直的實施和履行義務。
保證所有員工禁止提供或接受來自企業夥伴任何形式的利益。

3.
4.

主動執行與長泓膠業股份有限公司的保密作業。
承諾公平交易，不以不實方法參與市場競爭。

5.

重視並履行社區參與、 員工回饋和參與、自我評估與審核糾正措施、杜絶打擊報復等。

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

貳、

5. Value Chain
Management

Suppliers are requested by
the CHR to sign the "Supplier CSR
Commitment" which regulates labor
and human rights, environmental
protection, and corporate ethics and
integrity to ensure the implantation
of CSR. It is listed as one of the
necessary requirements in the
supplier appraisal system. In 2016,
we evaluated 115 suppliers and
renewed contracts with 97 of them.

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Our evaluation team plays the roles of consultants. During the evaluation process, we
provide new information and knowledge, helping the growth of our suppliers through such
exchanges. We provide guidance and demonstration to 3 suppliers each year.

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Regular supplier evaluation has been put into practice for years. To improve our
suppliers, we plan our supplier appraisal system with the goal of providing guidance. We
request self-evaluation reports from major suppliers and on important products and conduct
on-site evaluation if necessary. Any supplier who delays the delivery, has quality problems,
or violates safety policies will be directly subjected to the evaluation.

Supplier CSR commitment

Words from the
Chairman

To manage suppliers, we promote regular supplier evaluation system, evaluating
suppliers every 6 months and managing them by rank. The system is described as below:

此致

立書人:
中華民國

年

月

日

Value Chain Management 74
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長泓膠業股份有限公司
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5.3 Cooperation with client to develop
green sustainable products
It is our goal to meet the
need of our customers and
to achieve the strategy of
green sustainable products.
We assist customers in
developing and meeting
regulations. By providing
customized rubber compounds,
we satisfy our costumers'
need for rubber compounds
to achieve sustainable
development. Together with
our customers, we develop
products that meet different
international regulations
and certifications including
drinking water certifications,
vehicle certifications, seals
certifications, and food-level
certifications.

Drinking water
certification

Food-level
certification

Cooperation with customers in
sustainable growth

CHR
Green sustainable
Product
development

Vehicle
certification

Seals
certification

The CHR owns professional R&D teams and sales teams. With decades of
experience and technology of rubber, we solve our customers' problems within the
shortest possible time. We make frequent visit to our customers for technology
exchange and troubleshooting to assist the growth of our customers. We believe
that customer first. We understand their needs and meet their expectations. By
continuously improving our products, services, and technology, we assist our
customers in running a sustainable business.

Discussing the needs of the client
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Quality Check with the client
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The CHR has the professional skills of developing and producing rubber
compounds and is able to provide its customers with all materials needed for
drinking water certifications. The number of annual certifications for the CHR and its
customers are described as below:

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

CHR’s international
international drinking
CHR's
drinkingwater
watercertificates
certificates

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

For the health of people, it is a must to make sure that drinking water is clean.
In most developed countries, there are regulations on all drinking water equipment,
water supply pipelines, and other parts issued by facilities such as NSF(USA),
WRAS(UK), KTW(Germany), and ACS(France).

Words from the
Chairman

Clean drinking water certification

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Certification for CHR

2016 certificates

4. Happy LOHAS Career

2015 certificates

Certification for customers

5. Value Chain
Management

Special production lines for drinking
water products

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Major sulfur system rubber such as EPDM,
NBR, CR, NR, and SBR requires accelerators
containing nitrosamine. And drinking water
certifications such as NSF(USA) and
KTW(Germany) all have regulations regarding
nitrosamine. Though nitrosamine has been
excluded when designing the drinking water
formula, to avoid complaint about pollution
caused by sharing production lines, we build
separate drinking water production lines to
provide our customers with better quality
rubber materials.

7. Appendixes
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Drinking water certification facts
Int'l certification

LOGO

Description

NSF, USA

National Sanitation Foundation (NSF) is an independent
nonprofit organization that aims at the effect of water, food, air,
and environment on public health and dedicates itself to the
development and establishment of standards as well as
assessment of testing methods.

WRAS, UK

Water Regulations Advisory Scheme (WRAS) is a drinking
water safety certificate managed and issued by WRC-NSF,
UK. It is a required certificate to enter the UK market. In foreign
countries, one of the procedures to be carried out before the
products that may contact food or water can be offered is to
make sure that is a certificate compliant with relevant
standardized requirements. WRAS is the most persuasive
certificate and no product will be accepted without it.

KTW, Germany

KTW is a lab test certificate for nonmetal parts in the drinking
water industry and authoritatively provides German federal
departments with material selection and health assessment
service for their drinking water systems. It is the lab of German
DVGW (Deutscher Verein des Gas- und Wasserfaches). All
the drinking water systems and auxiliary materials exported to
Europe must be attached with a KTW certificate. The purpose
of the W270 Rule “The Transmission Standard of
Microorganisms on Nonmetal Material” is to protect drinking
water from the contaminated by biological impurities.

ACS, France

ACS is a standard issued by a French health certification
institution. The purpose of the ACS test is to make sure no
heavy metals, softener, stabilizer, or other materials are
isolated from the material or product in the water. The
organism test is used to find out the elements that may affect
the feature of the material, including the taste, smell, and color
indicators of the water quality after contact with the drinking
water. Performance and mechanical performance tests of
material are also the items of the ACS certification.

CHR assists customers in development of certificated clean drinking water products
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Vehicle certification

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Vehicle certification facts
Int'l certification

LOGO

UL, USA

UL ( Underwriter Laboratories Inc.) is an institution engaged in safety tests
and appraisal. It does research to make sure no material, device, product,
equipment, or building is dangerous to the life and property, and makes
contributions to the health and property of people via safety certification of
products.

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

PAH,
Germany

PAH (Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbon): PAH mostly exists in
petrochemical products, rubber, plastics, lubrication, anti-rust oil, and
incompletely burned organic compounds. Relevant regulations are
currently incorporated in the US EPA regulations, 2005/69/EC Directive
(REACH Appendix 17), German LFGB Section 30, German GS Mark, and
GADSL.

5. Value Chain
Management

RoHS, EU

EU RoHS (Restriction of the use of Hazardous Substance): The purpose
of the EU RoHS Directive is to prohibit use of hazardous substances in the
electric and electronic products for protection of the health and
environment.

4. Happy LOHAS Career

SVHC

The European Chemical Agency (ECHA) selects the most hazardous
substances (SVHC) from the Substance of Carcinogenic,Mutagenic ,or
Toxic for Reproduction (CMR substances), Persistent Bioaccumulative
and Toxic Substances (PBT Substances), and very Persistent and very
Bioaccumulative Substances (vPvB Substances) after review and
assessment.

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Reach
SVHC, EU

Description

EU REACH is involved in registration, evaluation, authorization and
restriction (control) of Chemicals.

REACH, EU

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

Vehicle certifications of the CHR has acquired: DBL6038, VW 2.8.1, FORD
STANDARDS, VOLVO STANDARDS, UL 94V0 for Flammability materials, FMVSS
302, Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard, and UL 157 Gaskets and Seals, etc.

Words from the
Chairman

Vehicle technology changes rapidly. Producing products that are safe to use,
environmental-friendly and sustainable, and comply with the laws is the common
goal of the world. Regulations such as REACH(EU), RoHS, PAHs, and UL
encourage eco-friendly and safe products to protect the nature and make efforts to
ensure human sustainable development.
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Seals certification
Rubber seals are crucial to many
mechanical and vehicle devices. They
play the important role of preventing
lubricant and other matters from
leaking. Through developing new
rubber seal technology and passing
DVGW(Deutscher Verein des Gas und Wasserfaches) EN 549 material
specification, we improve on leaking
problems and expand product life cycle.
It is a important measure to reduce
pollution and improve safety.
EN549, Germany, is a certification
on rubber materials for seals and
diaphragms for gas appliances and
gas equipment. Since 2009, more and
more rubber products made by our
customers in Taiwan are exported to
Europe. To help customers get more
orders, the CHR technology department
has acquired EN549 certification
and assisted more customers to gain
opportunities to export products to
Europe.

EN549 gas certification

DVGW facts
Int'l certification

LOGO

DVGW,
Germany

DVGW features
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Description
DVGW (Deutscher Verein des Gas - und Wasserfaches) establishes the
standards for the gas and water industry in Germany. It is the biggest gas
and water industry certification institution in Europe. Established over 150
years, DVGW has all the certification procedures to be carried out for
certification in the gas and water industry. The product attached with the
DVGW mark means that it is a highly reliable quality product to the
consumer.

The DVGW Mark indicates durability and reliability, good installation and
maintenance, advanced control and appropriate comfort to the user, supply
of spare parts for at least 10 years, good operability, reasonable use of
energy during operation, and compliance with environmental protection
characteristics.
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Food-level certification

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

FDA facts
Int'l certification

LOGO

Description

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

FDA (Food and Drug Administration) is subordinated to the
Department of Health, Education and Welfare (USA) and
responsible for review and approval of drugs, food, biological
products, cosmetics, and medical devices to ensure the safety of
products.

FDA, USA

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

The rubber formulas of the CHR meet the requirements of FDA(USA) rubber
products FDA standards CFR 21 LIST regulation. We are capable of helping our
customers receive a NSF51(USA) certification. The CHR builds independent
production lines that are separated from industrial production lines. We also satisfy
our customers with FDA materials that are timely delivered and of stable quality.

Words from the
Chairman

Food is essential to humans. Food and drink are crucial to everyday life. The
quality of products that have direct contact with food is what concerns customers
nowadays. Therefore, materials that have direct contact with food must be checked
and make sure no hazardous substance is passed onto the food. By developing
materials that meet the FDA(Food and Drug Administration) regulation, we make
sure the quality and safety of the materials that have direct contact with food to
guarantee the safety of the public.

4. Happy LOHAS Career

TAF accredited laboratory

5. Value Chain
Management

The CHR owns a professional
l a b t h a t i s TA F ( I S O 1 7 0 2 5 )
certificated. We have excellent
testing equipments that meet the
rubber standards of ASTM(USA),
ISO(EU), JIS(Japan), and
DIN(Germany). With credible data,
we assist our customers to meet the
strict demands of their international
customers in shorter time. We
provide our customers with most
trusted technical information of all
sorts.

6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives
7. Appendixes

TAF accredited laboratory certification
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Client satisfaction survey
We conduct the client satisfaction survey every 6 months. The survey includes
13 aspects such as product delivery, stability, technical ability, responsiveness, client
complaint treatment, and more. The goal of the client satisfaction survey is 95% of
Very Satisfied and Satisfied items on average. We review on items that are lower
than 95% then analyze and respond to them one by one.

Client satisfaction score in 2016 is 97.9%. We had reached our
goal of remaining highly satisfactory.
Client satisfaction survey items

A1

On-time delivery

C1

Technical consultation service provided by

A2

Lead time

C2

New product (sample) development technique and

B1

C3

Lead time for development of new product (sample)

Use of products (workability)

B2

Stability of products

D1

Speed of reply to orders

B3

Packaging of products

D2

Provision of product information

E1

Quotation speed of salesperson

E2

Complaint and non-conformance treatment capability
of salesperson

E3

Service attitude of salesperson and assistant

Past CHR client satisfaction survey
Client satisfaction

98.6%
97.8%

97.9%

95%

Target value
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6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

6.1 UN sustainable development
goals SDGs index
CHR’s corresponding
sustainability topics

Link to sections
of CSR report

SDG6

Ensure availability and
sustainable management of
water and sanitation for all

Develop green sustainable
products: Assist customers in
the development and
certification of clean drinking
water products

5.3 Cooperation with
customers to
GO
develop green
sustainable products

SDG7

Ensure access to affordable,
reliable, sustainable and
modern energy for all

Energy management:
Build ISO 50001 Energy
Management System and
improve energy performance
continuously

3.1Energy
management and GO
carbon reduction

SDG8

Promote sustained, inclusive
and sustainable economic
growth, full and productive
employment and decent work
for all

Training talent progressively,
build a complete employee
welfare system, and ensure
occupational safety and
health

4. Happy LOHAS
Career

GO

SDG13

Take urgent action to combat
climate change and its impact

Risks and opportunities in
climate change

2.3 Risks and
opportunities

GO

SDGs description

SDGs

6.2 ISO 26000 Guidance on Social
Responsibility
Section

83

Structure of contents

6.2 Organizational
governance

Build governing mechanisms and functions
Implement social responsibility principles

6.3 Human rights

Protect basic and advanced human rights
Respect the principle of human rights

Corresponding section
2. Robust corporate
GO
governance

4. Happy LOHAS
Career

GO

6.4 Labour practices

Create jobs and contribute to the society
Maintain labor rights and fair responsibility

6.5 The environment

Fulfill environmental responsibilities
Respect environmental issues

3. Low Carbon Green GO
Environment

6.6 Fair Operating
Practices

Fair operating practices
Standards of ethical conduct

2.4 Ethics and integrity GO

Sustainable Action Initiatives
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7 Appendixes

7.1 GRI Standards: General Disclosures Index
General Disclosures GRI 102:2016

24

Name of the organization
Activities, brands, products, and services

Organizational
profile

26-27

Location of headquarters

24

Location of operations

24

Ownership and legal form

24

Markets served

26

Scale of the organization

24

Information on employees and other workers

53

Supply chain
Significant changes to the organization and its
supply chain

72-73
1st annual report

32

Precautionary Principle or approach

None

External initiatives
Membership of associations

Strategy
Ethics and
integrity
Governance

Statement from senior decision-maker
Values, principles, standards, and norms of
behavior
Governance structure
List of stakeholder groups
Collective bargaining agreements

Stakeholder
engagement

Reporting
practice

85
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25
3

6

7

33
9
15
Without labor union

Identifying and selecting stakeholders

15

Approach to stakeholder engagement

12-14

Key topics and concerns raised

12-14

Entities included in the consolidated financial
statements

24

Defining report content and topic Boundaries

1

List of material topics

Externally
verified

Page

17

Restatements of information

1st annual report

Changes in reporting

1st annual report

Reporting period

1

Date of most recent report

1

Reporting cycle

1

Contact point for questions regarding the report

1

Claims of reporting in accordance with GRI
standards

1

GRI content index

85-87

External assurance

88-89
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GRI Standards: Topic-Specific Standards
Index

Material topic

Management approach disclosures

Page

Words from the
Chairman

7.2

Externally
verified

Economy
Market presence
GRI 202 : 2016

Proportion of senior management hired from the local
community

GRI 204 Management Approach 2016
Proportion of spending on local suppliers

23
31
4
71
73

2. Robust Corporate
Governance

Procurement
practice
GRI 204 : 2016

Ratios of standard entry level wage by gender
compared to local minimum wage

1. Sustainability Topic
Management

GRI 202 Management Approach 2016

Environment
Materials
GRI 301 : 2016

GRI 301 Management Approach 2016
Materials used by weight or volume

GRI 302 Management Approach 2016

47
35-37

3. Low Carbon Green
Environment

Energy
GRI 302 : 2016

35-37

Energy consumption within the organization
Energy intensity
Reduction of energy consumption

GRI 303 Management Approach 2016

Water sources significantly affected by withdrawal of
water

GRI 305 Management Approach 2016

41

Energy indirect (Scope 2) GHG emissions

41

GHG emissions intensity

41

Reduction of GHG emissions

40

Emissions of ozone-depleting substances (ODS)

43

Nitrogen oxides (NOX), sulfur oxides (SOX), and other
significant air emissions

43

GRI 306 Management Approach 2016
Water discharge by quality and destination

46

Waste by type and disposal method

46

Significant spills
Transport of hazardous waste
Water bodies affected by water discharges and/or
runoff

GRI 307 Management Approach 2016
Non-compliance with environmental laws and
regulations

No spill
No
transport-out

None

7. Appendixes

Environmental
Compliance
GRI 307 : 2016

35-37
6. Sustainable Action
Initiatives

Effluents and Waste
GRI 306 : 2016

35-37

Direct (Scope 1) GHG emissions

5. Value Chain
Management

Emissions
GRI 305 : 2016

35-37

Water withdrawal by source

4. Happy LOHAS Career

Water
GRI 303 : 2016

35-37
47

Appendixes
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Material topic

Management approach disclosures

Page

Society
GRI 401 Management Approach 2016

Employment

New employee hires and employee turnover

54

Benefits provided to full-time employees that are not
provided to temporary or part-time employees

61

GRI 401 : 2016

Labor/Manage
ment Relations
GRI 402 : 2016

GRI 402 Management Approach 2016
Minimum notice periods regarding operational changes

GRI 403 Management Approach 2016

Occupational
Health and
Safety
GRI 403 : 2016

GRI 404 : 2016

65

Workers with high incidence or high risk of diseases
related to their occupation

67

56

Programs for upgrading employee skills and transition
assistance programs

57

Percentage of employees receiving regular
performance and career development reviews

61

GRI 412 Management Approach 2016

Operations and suppliers at significant risk for incidents
of forced or compulsory labor

Operations that have been subject to human rights
reviews or impact assessments

GRI 417 Management Approach 2016

GRI 417 : 2016

87
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49-51

Average hours of training per year per employee

Human Rights
Assessment

Marketing and
Labeling

49-51

Types of injury and rates of injury, occupational
diseases, lost days, and absenteeism, and number of
work-related fatalities

GRI 409 Management Approach 2016

GRI 412 : 2016

Laws and
regulations

64

Forced or
Compulsory
Labor

GRI 409 : 2016

49-51

Workers representation in formal joint
management–worker health and safety committees

GRI 404 Management Approach 2016

Training and
Education

49-51

Requirements for product and service information and
labeling

49-51
None

49-51
62
23
31

Incidents of non-compliance concerning product and
service information and labeling

No violation

Incidents of non-compliance concerning marketing
communications

No violation

Externally
verified
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